Global Meeting Guide

Our luxury hotel heritage dates back to 1865 when
The Langham, London originally opened as Europe’s first
‘Grand Hotel’. Today our expanding portfolio spans four
continents, taking our dedication to genuine service and
our passion for innovation to destinations worldwide.
We are committed to providing you with one-stop, bespoke
services that assume responsibility for every single detail of
your event, including planning, logistics, venues, facilities,
dining, accommodation, even entertainment.
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Australia

Melbourne
Melbourne has year round high-profile events, along with a myriad of restaurants and bars, a buzzing cafe
culture, unique laneways and a thriving arts scene. Divided by the Yarra River, Melbourne boasts a diverse range of
precincts. Experience the richness of the city’s many cultures from bustling China town, the hidden treasures of the
laneways, historical arcades built in the height of the gold rush to the modern vibrancy of the Southbank.
neighbourhood

Greater Melbourne and its surrounding Victorian towns offer countless
exciting discoveries. Venture to the Mornington Peninsula for the
beautiful beaches and outstanding wineries, the Yarra Valley for renowned
Australian wines and Daylesford for the Hepburn Mineral Springs that
bubble free from the ground. Close by, the Dandenong Ranges offer
picturesque walking trails.

attractions

To taste Melbourne’s multicultural flavour, lose yourself to the endless
entertainment options along the laneways. Watch an AFL football game
for an exciting expedition and visit Federation Square to tap into the city’s
eclectic mix of people and culture. Like New York’s Soho, Flinders Lane holds
galleries and trendy shops, while the Eureka Skydeck 88 offers a thrilling
view of the city. Discover the various ethnic precincts, including Chinatown,
the Italian-populated Lygon Street or the Vietnamese-affiliated Victoria
Street. Melbourne is also famous for its diverse mix of bars that populate
the city’s signature laneways and narrow alleys. Keep in mind that
Melbourne’s restaurant scene rates among the best in the world.

museums and galleries

Melbourne houses some of the finest works of art anywhere and hosts
many notable exhibitions. The National Gallery of Victoria holds worldclass shows; the Ian Potter Centre in particular features one of Australia’s
best collections of indigenous art. The Melbourne Museum immediately
captures the imagination with its imposing and colourful exterior,
while the Melbourne Aquarium and Scienceworks Museum continue
to fascinate and intrigue visitors with their hands-on experiments,
demonstrations and tours. For edgier and more innovative designs, visit
Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces, where the loft-level artists’ studios are
usually open to the public.
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walks

Discover Melbourne on foot by wandering through the historical laneways
or head over to the Botanical Gardens to explore over 10,000 different
plant species. Take the St Kilda Road boulevard to reach the war memorial
Shrine of Remembrance and walk around the gardens — a favourite path
for local joggers. Albert Park Lake, home of the Melbourne annual Grand
Prix Circuit, is also popular with trekkers. Here, breathe in and absorb the
beautiful surrounds, especially the native and exotic species of birds and
vegetation.

shopping

Melbourne is a shoppers’ paradise, with everything from grand
department stores to historic vintage boutiques. Meander along winding
laneways and discover the antique arcades. Drawing inspiration from
its European heritage, Melbourne shopping epitomises style and
sophistication. Collins Street is the destination for international designer
labels, while Melbourne’s GPO boasts the finest in Australian brands in a
historic shopping environment. Head over to Brunswick Street, Fitzroy, for
vintage finds, Chapel Street, Prahran, for the latest trends or High Street,
Armadale, renowned for stylish boutiques.
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The Langham,M elbourne

The panoramic city views from the hotel’s ideal location on the famous Southbank Promenade are simply
breathtaking. It explains why The Langham, Melbourne has an unsurpassed reputation as a memorable backdrop for
important occasions, both business and social.
guestrooms

The hotel’s residential-style rooms incorporate aspects of the surrounding
Southgate precinct and Bay areas. All guestrooms are designed with an
extraordinary elegance and style, featuring the Langham Blissful Bed in
either king or twin configurations. Standard amenities include luxurious
marble bathrooms with separate bath and shower, tea and coffee-making
facilities plus the latest technology to meet the requirements of our
travellers to stay connected through Internet TV and WiFi when travelling.
Grand Classic Room (32 sq m / 344 sq ft)
Grand River Room (32 sq m / 344 sq ft)
Club Terrace Room (45 sq m / 484 sq ft) plus outdoor terrace (49 sq m / 527 sq ft)
Club Spa Suite (74 sq m / 796 sq ft)

dining

Featuring floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the Yarra River, Melba
restaurant is named after Melbourne’s most noted opera singer. In her
time, Dame Nellie Melba was highly acclaimed as a pioneering and
accomplished performer. The re-launch of Melba restaurant as a venue
of award-winning dining and sophistication reflects a similar spirit of
innovation and excellence. ARIA Bar & Lounge, alluding to the classic style
of The Langham, is famous for the signature Langham Tiffin experience.
In the evening, classic cocktails and fine champagnes are served here
alongside an impressive array of local wines.

facilities

Spread over two levels of the hotel, Chuan Spa is designed to create an
ambience of tranquillity for both contemplation and inspiration. The
beautifully appointed spa offers exclusive treatments and exceptional
service based on the philosophy of the Orient. As Melbourne’s only Leading
Spa of the World, Chuan Spa is the perfect place to rediscover your inner
self. An array of indulgent water-based facilities is also available alongside
a 24-hour fitness studio in the health club.
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M eetings at The Langham,M elbourne
Inheriting the finest traditions of the past and making them contemporary, The Langham, Melbourne embodies

graceful and timeless elegance. With flexible space and enchanting accommodations, complemented with first-rate
service and leading-edge technology, you will soon realise why the hotel is widely regarded as Melbourne’s most
exclusive business address.
Audio-visual equipment here include satellite teleconferencing, state-of-the art projectors, built-in portable screens,
Wi-Fi and broadband Internet access and an on-site technician for peace of mind.

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / Sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

25 x 13.5 / 82 x 46
8.4 x 13.5 / 30 x 46
24.5 x 8.5 / 80 x 29

340 / 3,766
113 / 1,356
210 / 2,326

27 x 10.1 / 75 x 26

Flinders Room

Venue

Capacity (no. of persons)
Banquet

U-Shaped

Theatre

Classroom

Cocktail

Informal
Cabaret

4.1 / 16.4
4.1 / 16.4
3 / 12

280
80
120

54
36
-

360
120
-

220
63
-

400
120
-

200
64
-

184 / 2077

2.1 x 7.5

130

54

120

90

200

80

10 x 7 / 33 x 24

70 / 753

3.6 / 13.1

50

24

50

36

100

32

Collins Room

8.1 x 4.6 / 26 x 13

37.2 / 366

2.6 / 8.2

14

-

-

-

-

-

Little Collins Room

4.9 x 3.9 / 13 x 16

19.1 / 194

2.5 / 8.2

14

-

-

-

-

-

Swanston Room
• Swanston I
• Swanston II

20 x 17 / 66 x 56
16 x 6.8 / 53 x 23
10 x 9 / 33 x 30

340 / 3,658
105 / 1,205
90 / 968

2.7 / 9.8
2.7 / 9.8
2.7 / 9.8

180
60
80

28
40

70
108

50
50
70

250
100
150

64

Boardroom

9.6 x 7.1 / 30 x 23

68 / 689

3.2 / 9.5

14

-

-

-

-

-

Towers I

5.3 x 6.2 / 20 x 16

32 / 344

2.7 / 8.5

20

10

20

12

-

12

Towers II

5.3 x 9.9 / 16 x 33

52 / 484

2.7 / 8.5

40

20

40

20

-

20

Yarra Room
• Yarra Room I or II

16.2 x 7.1 / 52 x 20
8.1 x 7.1 / 26 x 20

115 / 1054
57.5 / 516

3 / 8.5
3 / 8.5

70
30

32
21

80
50

48
24

100
50

32
20

Clarendon Ballroom
• Clarendon A, B or C
Pre-function Area
Alto

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Sydney
Brimming with breathtaking natural beauty, delectable cuisine, multifarious attractions and a full calendar of events,
Sydney, the state capital of New South Wales, offers a vibrant mix of culture, heritage and modern convenience that is
simply matchless. Year-round pleasant weather makes the city an ideal destination for a myriad of outdoor activities
and sports. Indulge in the relaxed lifestyle unique to the world’s best-known harbour city and create your own Sydney
moment.
neighbourhood

A perfect place for business and pleasure, the charm of this legendary
city unfolds instantly as you venture to the central business district and
the many historic attractions nearby. Explore The Rocks to take a closer
look at the humble beginning and robust growth of Sydney, or discover
the vibrancy of this seaside city along the coastline of the vibrant Sydney
Harbour and the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge. Buzzing nightlife concludes
the day with dazzling fun.

attractions

Find some useful maps and guides in the Sydney Visitor Centre before
moving off and start the adventure at the Argyle Cut for a dramatic
crossing through The Rocks. Wander through the cobblestone laneways
for a haven of specialty stores, galleries and boutiques. Venture to the
precincts for an exciting array of activities in the King George V Recreation
Centre, or find spiritual peace at the Garrison Church or St Brigid’s Church.
Certainly not to be missed is the Sydney Observatory and Observatory Hill
which offer panoramic views of the city and iconic Sydney Opera House.
Or step back into the history at Sydney Harbour Bridge Pylon Lookout.
Make sure you find some time to explore The Rocks Markets and Foodies
Market, which only trades on weekends. Hidden underneath the allweather sail canopy are countless wonderful gift ideas. If the mood strikes
you, enjoy the latest drama or dance performances in The Sydney Theatre
Company or Sydney Opera House.

museums and galleries

Explore the richness and diversity of Australian arts, from classic to
contemporary, in the Museum of Contemporary Art and the National Trust
S.H. Ervin Gallery. While the Justice and Police Museum reveals the dark
side of Sydney’s past, the Susannah Place Museum recounts the old days
of the working class and the neighbourhood in which they lived, worked
and struggled. The Rocks Discovery Museum fascinates adults and children
with stories of The Rocks from pre-European days to the present.
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walks

Take the free self-guided Walsh Bay Heritage Walk and relive the history
of Australia, or enjoy the Walsh Bay Sculpture Walk featuring works by
renowned artists, such as Brett Whitely and Jimmie Durham. Uncover eerie
folklore, ghostly tales and haunted sites of Sydney during the night-only
Rocks Ghost Tours, if you dare.

shopping

The Rocks always has something to offer to all tastes, styles, ages or
budgets. To tempt your purse, visit The Queen Victoria Building, known
as “the most beautiful shopping centre in the world”, or Sydney’s only
Victorian shopping arcade Strand Arcade for fabulous fashion, chic
accessories, luxury jewellery, artwork and sweet treats. Fashion seekers
will not be disappointed at the Darling Harbour be they looking for trendy
streetwear, basic essentials or party frocks.
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The Langham,S ydney

True to the brand’s legendary hospitality, The Langham, Sydney is a haven of refined luxury, offering service with poise
in the centre of this metropolitan.
Occupying an enviable position in the heart of The Rocks, glamorous boutiques and award-winning restaurants and
bars, The Langham, Sydney conveys classic luxury and is the perfect base for an enchanting stay in this iconic city.

guestrooms

Delightfully intimate, The Langham, Sydney comprises 96 elegantly
furnished guestrooms including 21 spacious suites which offer stunning
views of Observatory Hill, the spectacular Walsh Bay and Darling Harbour.
Designed for the most discerning traveller, guestrooms perfectly blend
classic elegance with contemporary comforts and are complete with
five-point marble bathrooms, flat screen televisions, iPod docking stations,
high-speed broadband internet access, opening windows and balcony and
tea and coffee making facilities.
Grand Langham Room (49 sq m / 527 sq ft)
Junior Suite (65 sq m / 699 sq ft)
The Langham Suite (80 sq m / 861 sq ft)
Observatory Suite (110 sq m / 1184 sq ft)

dining

At The Langham, Sydney, guests can enjoy culinary delights in a captivating
setting. The Langham legacy for fine dining continues at the celebrated
Galileo Restaurant, renowned for its Parisian-style ambience. The enchanting
décor is matched with innovative modern Australian cuisine and an
excellent cellar, which includes premium Australian and French wines as
well as fine liqueurs from around the world. With its timber-panelled walls,
antique books, leather armchairs and velvet sofas, Globe Bar & Brasserie
exudes the stately charm of a private club, and offers the perfect setting
to enjoy a pre-dinner cocktail, sample the exquisite tapas menu or indulge
with the elegant afternoon tea, Tiffin at The Langham.

facilities

A serene sanctuary for relaxation and rejuvenation, the Day Spa offers an
array of holistic healing therapies to calm and pamper the body and mind.
Guests can work out in the well-equipped fitness centre, or soak tensions
away in the whirlpool, sauna and steam rooms. A tranquil 20m indoor
swimming pool completes the property’s array of facilities.
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M eetings at The Langham,S ydney

The Langham is renowned for enchanting hospitality, impeccable style and ‘service with poise’. These qualities and
traditions of excellence, combined with The Langham, Sydney’s timeless grandeur, ensures the success of even the most
prestigious event.
Committed to making every occasion memorable, a dedicated team of event organisers provides tailor-made services
and unparalleled attention to detail.
With three charming venues and four boardrooms featuring luxurious furnishings, plush carpets and natural light,
The Langham, Sydney offers a range of dynamic event space, catering to smaller-scaled meetings, intimate cocktail
receptions or gala dinners of up to 100 guests.

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft )

Gross area
(Sq m / SQ ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

Observatory Ballroom
• Observatory Ballroom I
• Observatory Ballroom II

17 x 8.5 / 56 x 28
8.5 x 8.5 / 28 x 28
8.5 x 8.5 / 28 x 28

144.5 / 1555.7
72.3 / 778.2
72.3 / 778.2

The Parlour

13.5 x 8.5 / 44 x 28

Drawing Room
Boardroom (4)

Venue

Capacity (no. of persons)
Banquet

U-Shaped

Theatre

Classroom

Reception

2.9 / 10
2.9 / 10
2.9 / 10

100
40
40

45
20
20

120
40
40

65
20
20

150
50
50

114.8 / 1235.7

2.9 / 10

60

30

60

35

70

11.5 x 8.5 / 38 x 28

97.8 / 1052.7

2.9 / 10

50

24

40

24

70

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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China

Beijing
Beijing, the political and cultural capital of China, is where China’s most stunning and essential sights are to be
found. Now a modern 21st century city, Beijing remains steeped in culture and heritage. Towering skyscrapers and
vast shopping malls are juxtaposed with the grand buildings and broad boulevards of the last century, as well as
fast-disappearing hutong lanes born of the Ming and Qing dynasties. Beyond this modern vitality, Beijing is blessed
with myriad attractions, providing visitors with an unforgettable glimpse of the city’s history.
neighbourhood

Beyond the city, excursions to its interesting hinterland add some cultural
spice to the Beijing experience. A side trip to Tianjin takes visitors to one of
the largest Zen temples in China while Chengde is home to a renowned
UNESCO World Heritage Site, an 18th century imperial resort area where the
remnants of the most expansive regal gardens in China can be found.
Further east, the Ming dynasty garrison town of Shanhaiguan marks the
spot where the Great Wall meets the sea.

local attractions

A remarkable history stretching back over 700,000 years has forged an
extraordinary cultural legacy. Among the many palaces, temples and tombs
to see are the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square, Lama Temple, Summer
Palace, the Great Wall and Ming Tombs. More modern attractions include
the CCTV Building, the National Stadium ‘Bird’s Nest’, the National
Aquatics Centre ‘Water Cube’ and the National Grand Theatre ‘Egg’.  
Beijing offers some of the world’s most varied dining experiences including
a dazzling array of local and global cuisines to be enjoyed anywhere from
food stalls to five-star gourmet restaurants. There is an increasing variety
of sophisticated bars, lounges and nightclubs jumping to the sound of live
bands and world-renowned DJs.

museums and galleries

Beijing is one of Asia’s most important cultural hubs. The Palace Museum
is a must-see but other lesser known venues like the China National
Geology Museum and the National Film Museum of China are worthy of
note. The city’s renowned cinema, theatre, music and visual arts venues
provide China’s artists with the inspiration to unleash their creativity and
attract visitors to experience the enduring vitality of Chinese traditional
and contemporary arts. The allure of Beijing opera, acrobatics and Kung Fu
never wanes while Dashanzi, sprawling over several city blocks, showcases
Beijing’s cutting-edge art scene housing the thriving ‘Bohemian Bourgeois’
community of lofts, galleries, bookshops, studios, cafes and bars.
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walks

Discovering Beijing on foot can be a rewarding experience. The city is
striped with wide tree-lined boulevards and highways with myriad small
alleyways feeding off them. The flat terrain makes walking easy although
the sprawling distances and scattered sightseeing may prove to be
challenging. With virtually every major thoroughfare in Beijing having its
own bicycle lane, cycling tours make for an excellent alternative in
exploring the city’s finest monuments as well as the interesting spots off
the beaten track.  

shopping

For those looking for curios and souvenirs or quality products from world
famous brands, Beijing is a shopper’s dream come true. The most popular
shopping spots are the Yansha Shopping Mall, Tiananmen Square and
Wangfujing Street, Guomao Shopping Mall, Qianmen Street and Xidan
Street. Technology buffs can plug into the malls at Zhong Guan Cun while
Luilichang is the area to head to for antiques, paintings and old books. And
for those who pride themselves on their haggling skills, shopping at
Beijing’s street markets is an experience not to be missed. Silk Street,
Panjiayuan, Hongqiao Market and Sanlitun Yashow Clothing Market are
the most popular. For edgier boutique shopping, the trendy
Nanluoguxiang Hutong is the place to go.
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Langham Place, Beijing Capital
Airport
Located right next to Beijing Capital International Airport’s iconic Terminal 3, Langham Place, Beijing
Capital Airport has turned the idea of the traditional airport hotel experience on its head, making it
cool, chic and fun. Just one minute away from the airport makes access to both business and leisure
destinations simple. A short business-friendly distance from the New China International Exhibition
Centre and Tianzhu Industrial Park, the hotel is only 15 minutes from the heart of the city, offering easy
access to the city’s key spots.

GUESTROOMS
With guestroom sizes above and beyond the norm, our superb
372 rooms and suites incorporate large soundproofed picture
windows, Dream Big Beds, luxurious oversized baths and separate
rain showers. Technology rates highly on the hotel’s priorities so
an extensive array of technological wizardry like wide LCD TVs,
DVD players, IP phones, iPod docks and Wi-Fi ensures you stay
connected around the clock.
Essential Place (45 sq m / 484 sq ft)
Club Place (45 sq m / 484 sq ft)
Sweet Place (85 sq m / 915 sq ft)
Loft (140 sq m / 1,507 sq ft)
Townhouse (160 sq m / 1,722 sq ft)
Penthouse (300 sq m / 3,229 sq ft)
DINING
The hotel’s five innovative restaurants and bars serve up a feast
to stimulate your palates. Ming Court defines fine dining with
sumptuous Cantonese cuisine that earned its sister restaurant two
Michelin stars in Hong Kong. Fuel is where you’ll find cozy dishes
like our specialty ribs and gourmet pizzas waiting for you with
an ice cold beer.Eat anytime of the day at The Place, where a
mouth-watering spread of international cuisine is available all day,
or mix business with pleasure at Portal - Work & Play, our 24-hour
Internet bar.
FACILITIES
Gear up for the day ahead or re-invigorate yourself after a long
day using our superb recreation facilities like our Cardio Studio.
State-of-the-art cardiovascular and strength machines will buff
you up as you are kept entertained with the latest audiovisual
equipment.
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Meetings at Langham Place, Beijing
Capital Airport
When you touch down in Beijing, you’ll find an array of exciting offers await you in this chic airport hotel.
Whether you’re staging a large conference, exhibition or corporate banquet, you’ll find our service and
facilities a great fit with the convenience of an airport hotel but with an innovative twist. With Beijing
International Airport’s Terminal 3 a mere stone’s throw away, your delegates will enjoy hassle-free arrival
and departure.
With a choice of 22 function rooms, including the dazzling 800 sq m / 8,611 sq ft Capital Ballroom and a
wide range of boardrooms boasting natural daylight, we provide you the flexibility to choose the perfect
venue that best suit your event, big or small. With skilled professionals to personalise and coordinate
everything from conception to successful conclusion, your event with us will be the talk of your industry.

Capacity (no. of persons)

DIMENSIONS
(M x M / FT x FT)

Gross
area
(Sq m / SQ FT)

Ceiling
Height
(m X FT)

Banquet

Theatre

Classroom

Reception

Boardroom

Capital Ballroom
• Capital Ballroom I or II
• Pre-Function

36 x 23 / 118 X 73
18 X 23 / 60 X 73
-

800 / 8,611
400 / 4,306
150 / 1,615

8.5 / 27.9
8.5 / 27.9
3.6 / 11.8

400
160
-

720
320
-

432
162
-

720
320
-

-

Alpha
• Alpha I, II or III

14 x 26 / 46 x 83
14 x 8 / 46 x 28

325 / 3,498
117 / 1,259

3.6 / 11.8
3.6 / 11.8

180
60

256
60

150
45

256
60

-

Bravo

20 x 9 / 63 x 28

160 / 1,722

3.6 / 11.8

80

156

72

156

-

Charlie
• Charlie I or II

17 x 9 / 58 x 28
9 x 9 / 28 x 28

150 / 1.615
75 / 807

3.6 / 11.8
3.6 / 11.8

80
40

156
60

72
36

156
60

-

Delta

6 x 9 / 14 x 29

50 / 538

3.6 / 11.8

-

-

-

-
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Echo

8 x 9 / 26 x 29

60 / 646

3.6 / 11.8

20

35

24

35

12

Foxtrot
• Foxtrot I, II or III

27 x 9 / 87 x 29
9 x 9 / 29 x 29

240 / 2,583
77 / 829

3.6 / 11.8
3.6 / 11.8

100
30

192
60

126
36

192
60

-

Golf

18 x 9 / 58 x 29

150 / 1,615

3.6 / 11.8

80

156

72

156

-

Hotel

19 x 9 / 60 x 29

160 / 1,722

3.6 / 11.8

80

156

72

156

-

India
• India I or II

19 x 9 / 60 x 29
9 x 9 / 30 x 29

160 / 1,722
80 / 861

3.6 / 11.8
3.6 / 11.8

80
40

156
60

72
36

156
60

-

Juliet

5 x 9 / 16 x 27

40 / 431

3.6 / 11.8

10

20

12

20

12

Kilo

5 x 9 / 16 x 27

40 / 431

3.6 / 11.8

10

20

12

20

12

Lima

9 x 9 / 27 x 28

70 / 754

3.6 / 11.8

30

44

27

44

18

Mike

9 x 9 / 26 x 29

70 / 754

3.6 / 11.8

30

44

27

44

18

November

8 x 9 / 26 x 29

70 / 754

3.6 / 11.8

30

44

27

44

18

Venue

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Shanghai
Shanghai, once known as the ‘Paris of the East’, is a bustling metropolis located at the mouth of the Yangtze River.
In the early 20th century, Shanghai was already the most glamorous and provocative city in all of Asia. Today the
cosmopolitan hub of China, Shanghai has reinvented itself as one of the foremost financial and trade centres of
Asia. The city continues to grow apace, with new underground stations, highways crisscrossing the municipality, the
most modern stock exchange in the world and a whole new economic zone in the Pudong district. Shanghai has also
become the very symbol of China’s rise to economic powerhouse status, as well as a great destination for shoppers
and gourmets, with an abundance of restaurants serving authentic Shanghainese cuisine as well as flavours from
other parts of China.
neighbourhood

Shanghai’s location on the east coast of China allows easy access to
various cities that hold special importance in the country’s history and
culture. A mere hour’s ride away by express train, Suzhou is renowned for
its 2,500-year-old city walls, elaborate Venice-like canal system, classical
Chinese gardens, beautiful stone bridges and sumptuous silk creations.
A little further down, 150km southwest of Shanghai, Hangzhou is one of
China’s most cherished cities and home of the famous export, Longjing tea.
A serene retreat for emperors in the past, the city’s West Lake has inspired
generations of writers, painters and poets. Equally accessible albeit in the
northeast, Nanjing is one of the ‘four great ancient capitals’ of China,
having served as the capital for six dynasties as well as, in modern times,
the Republic of China. Nanjing has also been a centre of education,
transportation and tourism throughout Chinese history and is today the
second largest commercial hub in the East China region, after Shanghai.

local attractions

A bustling international metropolis with a rich ancient Chinese heritage,
Shanghai offers much to see and experience. Oriental TV Tower is the
ubiquitous symbol of the city. Standing beside the Huangpu River and The
Bund, it is at a height of 468 metres. Yuyuan Garden is the largest of
Shanghai’s ancient gardens, with landscaping styles that date back to the
Ming and Qing dynasties. Jade Buddha Temple is one of the most famous
Buddhist temples in Shanghai. The white jade Buddha statues were
brought here from Myanmar in the nineteenth century. Designed by French
architect Jean-Marie Charpentier, Shanghai Grand Theatre, featuring a
futuristic glass confection with upturned eaves, offers a packed season of
ballets, symphonies, western operas as well as musicals.
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museums and galleries

The Shanghai Art Museum is housed in the magnificent 1933 Shanghai
Racing Club building, whose iconic clock tower overlooks Nanjing Road,
China’s premier shopping street. The Shanghai Museum, itself shaped as
an ancient bronze cooking vessel, showcases an equally magnificent
collection of the arts of China in its 11 permanent galleries; especially
noteworthy are the galleries featuring ancient Chinese bronze and
ceramics. The Urban Planning Museum helps make sense of the building
frenzy that continues to transform Shanghai. Its exhibitions cover the city’s
development from fishing village to Concession, to modern metropolis.
M50, at 50 Moganshan Road, is a collection of art galleries and artists’
studios squeezed into converted Concession-era warehouses – an excellent
spot for a glimpse of contemporary Chinese art.

walks

One of the most famous destinations in Shanghai, and certainly not to be
missed, is The Bund. Situated on the east bank of the Huangpu River, this
2-kilometre sweep of architecturally significant buildings that once
constituted ‘Asia’s Wall Street’ has recently re-emerged as one of the city’s
swankiest areas. At night bright lights add to the convivial atmosphere as
people stroll along the wide riverside promenade. Visitors can expect to be
further rewarded at outlying ‘water towns’ such as Zhujiajiao and Qibao,
where ancient houses huddle by rivers running through the towns. Here
picturesque sights, flagstone-paved roads and the locals’ traditional
lifestyle are sure to slow your pace as you savour a scene straight out of a
storybook.

shopping

One of Shanghai’s prime attractions, Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street is
lined with interesting restaurants and shops, including grand historic
department stores such as the Hualian (formerly Wing On). The area also
features a tramway that runs the length of the pedestrian mall. Dong Tai
Lu Antique Market, Shanghai’s largest antiques and curios market, has
over 100 stalls with a mix of serious antiques and kitsch, ranging from
fresh-from-the-factory Cultural Revolution figurine reproductions to
vintage lighting fixtures and Art Deco furniture. Xintiandi, a two-block
area of refurbished shikumen houses (Shanghai’s domestic architecture)
alongside a Shikumen Museum that depicts life in these historic lane
houses, also features many gourmet restaurants and haute couture
boutiques, making a shopping trip here nothing less than a cultural
experience.
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The Langham,X intiandi,S hanghai

In Shanghai, all roads lead to Xintiandi. At the heart of this ultimate lifestyle destination where the cultural and
contemporary meet, The Langham Xintiandi stands as the gateway to Shanghai’s entertainment scene. The hotel
blends the essence of the past perfectly with modern comforts, offering views of Xintiandi’s historic Shikumen
housing while enchanting you with contemporary amenities.

guestrooms

The Langham Xintiandi has 357 enchanting rooms and suites to suit your
needs. Featuring an elegant blend of traditional elements and modern
decor, the guestrooms exude a sense of timeless grace. The guestrooms’
impeccable design and modern furnishings, complemented by tailor-made
extras make the hotel an enchanting haven in the very heart of Shanghai.
Grand Room (40 sq m / 430 sq ft)
Grand Corner Room (43 sq m / 460 sq ft)
Grand Studio (48 sq m / 515 sq ft)
Langham Club Room (40 sq m / 430 sq ft)
Langham Club Studio (48 sq m / 515 sq ft)
Junior Suite (55 sq m / 590 sq ft)
Parlour Suite (55 sq m / 590 sq ft)
Langham Suite (90 sq m / 970 sq ft)
Presidential Suite (180 sq m / 1,940 sq ft)
Chairman Suite (345 sq m / 3,715 sq ft)

dining

Guests of The Langham Xintiandi can indulge themselves with a wide
range of tastes from all around the world. Its exceptional restaurants,
offer international cuisine, and deliver true gastronomic delights. Ming
Court specialises in Shanghainese and Cantonese dishes, creating an
innovative mix of traditional favourites and modern delicacies. If you have
an appetite for Western and pan-Asian fare, Cachet serves a deliciously
diverse range of cross-cultural cuisines with a blend of five distinctive
dining concepts - Cachet, Cachet Lounge, Cachet Al Fresco, Cachet Martini
Bar, and Café 108.  For those who like to be in the limelight, XTD elevated is
the go-to open-air terrace for Shanghai’s chic set and one of the jewels of
Xintiandi’s bustling entertainment scene.

facilities

At The Langham Xintiandi, our exceptional spa and fitness facilities cater
to the needs of your body and soul. You can stay in top condition 24 hours a
day in our Fitness Studio featuring state-of-the-art equipment, free
weights and cardio-challenging machines. For a more tranquil wellness
experience, realign the balance of your mind and body at our unique
Chuan Spa. When you want to make a splash, head towards the inviting
waters of our 25 metres heated indoor pool.
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M eetings at The Langham,X intiandi,
S hanghai

The hotel’s nine elegant venues, spread over two levels, give you endless flexibility, allowing you to make your event
as intimate or as grand as you wish. For large-scale gatherings for up to 600 delegates, the luxurious Xintiandi Grand
Ballroom delivers in both size and splendour. Smaller breakout rooms can be adapted to accommodate groups as
small as 16 or as large as 180. Our legendary hospitality, coupled with state-of-the-art technology and innovative
solutions, ensure the success of your next conference, trade show or business function.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Venue

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / SQ ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

Xintiandi Grand Balloom
• Xintiandi Grand Balloom A
• Xintiandi Grand Balloom B
• Xintiandi Grand Balloom C

36 x 16 / 116 x 52
14 x 16 / 45 x 52
11 x 16 / 35 x 52
12 x 16 / 38 x 52

555 / 5,974
218 / 2,346
155 / 1,668
182 / 1,959

5.7 / 18.7
5.7 / 18.7
5.7 / 18.7
5.7 / 18.7

300
120
90
120

40
40
40

450
202
132
168

315
126
84
105

49
49
49

666
262
186
218

Pearl & Jade Meeting Room

20 x 9 / 65 x 28

136 / 1,462

5 / 16.4

40

32

90

42

38

80

Pearl / Jade Meeting Room

10 x 9 / 33 x 28

68 / 731

5 / 16.4

20

16

45

21

19

40

Amethyst Boardroom

9 x 5 / 28 x 14

62 / 667

5 / 16.4

Diamond Meeting Room

14 x 13 / 46 x 40

150 / 1,614

5 / 13.1

80

51

140

54

58

180

Emerald Meeting Room
• Emerald Meeting Room A
• Emerald Meeting Room B

14 x 8 / 43 x 26
7 x 7 / 22 x 22
7 x 8 / 21 x 26

84 / 904
42 / 452
42 / 452

4 / 13.1
4 / 13.1
4 / 13.1

40
20
20

36
18
18

120
56
56

54
27
27

48
24
24

100
50
50

Ruby Meeting Room

10 x 8 / 33 x 26

68 / 731

4 / 13.1

20

18

63

24

24

80

Amber Boardroom

9 x 8 / 26 x 25

68 / 731

4 / 13.1

Banquet U-Shaped Theatre Classroom Hollow Cocktail

(Boardroom seating for 8 persons)

(Boardroom seating for 12 persons)

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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The Langham,Yangtze,Shanghai
The Langham, Yangtze, Shanghai is an Art Deco jewel, infused with the timeless elegance of Old Shanghai along with
every modern luxury. This historic 1930s building is superbly situated in People’s Square, Shanghai’s central business
district, just steps from the shopping hub of Nanjing Pedestrian Street and the city’s bountiful cultural offerings,
like Mu-en Church, the Shanghai Art Museum and Shanghai Grand Theatre. This elegant Art Deco hotel is a haven of
refinement and tranquility, offering graceful guestrooms, remarkable restaurants and superlative service in the bustling
heart of one of Asia’s most fascinating cities.

guestrooms

Each of the hotel’s 96 exquisite rooms and suites offers a sanctuary of
comfort, distinguished by the opulence of Old Shanghai and the luxury of
spacious surroundings. Many rooms feature a private balcony or terrace.
The combination of Art Deco splendour and technological sophistication in
these guestrooms makes The Langham, Yangtze Boutique indeed a rarity
among Shanghai hotels.
Art Deco Room (31 – 37 sq m / 334 - 398 sq ft)
Shanghai Grand Room (38 – 47 sq m / 409 - 506 sq ft)
Chuan Residence (50 sq m / 538 sq ft)
Art Deco Junior Suite (50 – 55 sq m / 538 - 592 sq ft)
Bel Etage Suite (60 – 70 sq m / 646 - 753 sq ft)
Rose’s Suite (95 sq m / 1,023 sq ft)
Presidential Suite (185 sq m / 1,991 sq ft)

dining

The hotel’s sensational restaurants take the freshest ingredients and
prepare them to perfection. No matter what your culinary preference,
these outlets deliver true gastronomic delights. T’ang Court’s master
chefs create incomparable Cantonese cuisine in a sumptuous, Sinostyled
setting. At Ciao Dining Room and Ciao Bambino, expect authentic,
delightful Mediterranean flavours complemented by smart, swanky
interiors. Mado Izakaya is a convivial yet stylish Japanese establishment
offering a specialty crab menu, alongside an extensive list of sake and
Japanese beers. The Palm Court serves classic cocktails, irresistible
refreshments and The Langham’s signature Afternoon Tea in a plush
ambience, while The Bar is the ideal spot for savouring rare and vintage
wines, Champagnes and cocktails, all served in rare, vintage surrounds.

facilities

A wonderland of health and wellness designed according to the principles
of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), Chuan Spa offers four luxurious
treatment rooms and three beautifully appointed Chuan Residences.
Guests can also take advantage of the well-equipped fitness studio, where
the state-of-the-art facilities include Jacuzzi , sauna and herbal steam
room.
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Meetings at The Langham,Yangtze,
Shanghai
The Langham, Yangtze, Shanghai features a marvellous column-free ballroom, a delightful function room and 9 superb
private dining rooms.  The flexible layouts of these facilities mean they can also be set up as boardrooms, classrooms or
breakout rooms.  The sixth-floor outdoor terrace offers an ideal setting for open-air twilight cocktail receptions, where
guests can feel the exhilarating spirit of China’s most spectacular city.
The hotel also has a dedicated conventions team to help organise events – from themed dinners and entertainment to
day trips, outdoor escapes, team-building workshops, motivational activities and more – with flawless precision and
outstanding creativity. Exceptional catering featuring fabulous Asian and international menus prepared by world-class
chefs, coupled with the hotel’s unique ‘service with poise’ tradition, adds another dimension to The Langham, Yangtze
experience.  Indeed, here one can be assured of being able to host ‘an event to remember’.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Venue

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross Area
(Sq m / sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

Pearl Room

21.5 x 11.5 / 71 x 37

250 / 2,691

6 / 19.6

150

60

180

108

65

200

Jade Room

11.5 x 6.5 / 37 x 21

75 / 807

2.8 / 9.2

30

24

48

30

25

50

Le Tian

5.5 x 8 / 18 x 26

45 / 484

2.6 / 8.5

12

-

-

-

-

-

Tai Bai

6 x 8 / 20 x 26

50 / 538

2.6 / 8.5

16

-

15

-

-

30

Bo Yu

6 x 7 / 20 x 23

42 / 452

2.6 / 8.5

12

-

-

-

-

-

Zi Mei
Yan Qing
Zi Shou

6 x 7 / 20 x 23
4 x 3.5 / 13 x 11
5 x 9 / 16 x 30

42 / 452
15 / 161
45 / 484

2.6 / 8.5
2.6 / 8.5
2.6 / 8.5

10
10
10

-

-

-

-

-

5.5 x 10.5 / 18 x 34
4.8 x 12.5 / 15 x 41
5 x 20 / 16 x 66

57 / 614
60 / 646
100 / 1,076

2.6 / 8.5
2.6 / 8.5
2.6 / 8.5

30
20
50

-

20
20
-

-

-

35
40
80

Zi An

3.5 x 7 / 11 x 23

25 / 269

2.6 / 8.5

4

-

-

-

-

-

Mo Jie

6 x 5 / 20 x 16

30 / 323

2.6 / 8.5

10

-

-

-

-

-

Ji Zhen

6 x 6 / 20 x 20

36 / 388

2.6 / 8.5

10

-

-

-

-

-

Mo Jie + Ji Zhen

6 x 10 / 20 x 33

60 / 646

2.6 / 8.5

30

-

20

-

-

35

Zi Mei + Yan Qing
Yan Qing +  Zi Shou
Zi Mei + Yan Qing + Zi Shou

Banquet U-shaped

Theatre Classroom Hollow

Cocktail

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao, Shanghai
Located in the heart of southern Shanghai’s new business district, Fengxian, Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao is a luxurious home away
from home. A superb five star hotel that effortlessly delivers a contemporary experience, it also integrates beautifully with
the spirit of Shanghai. With interiors highlighting understated, yet elegant and contemporary design, it is a hotel with values
that reflect the uncomplicated sophistication of guests who prefer modern intuitive design and an effortless travel experience.
It also offers outstanding business and recreational amenities and mouth-watering cuisine provided with Eaton’s signature
‘Can-Do’ service.

Guestrooms
The hotel’s 204 exquisite rooms and suites range in sizes from 33 to 101 sq m /
355 to 1,087 sq ft. All guestrooms are equipped with all the essentials any
discerning traveller would expect such as flat screen TV sets, DVD players,
iHome stereo system and broadband Internet. Suites are also equipped with
laptop dockings station and sizeable desks with comfortable easy chairs.
Luxe Room (33 - 40 sq m / 355 - 430 sq ft)
Unity Meeting Suite (63 - 67 sq m / 678 - 721 sq ft)
Double Happiness Honeymoon Suite (73 sq m / 786 sq ft)
Felicity 2-Bay Suite (76 sq m / 818 sq ft)
Amity Family Suite (98 sq m / 1,055 sq ft)
Presidential Suite (101 sq m / 1,087 sq ft)

Dining
Quench your desire for authentic Cantonese cuisine at Yat Tung Heen, the
Shanghai outpost of the renowned Michelin-starred Yat Tung Heen restaurant
in Hong Kong. Savour the great cuisines of the world at the lavish buffets
presented daily at Metro Buffet & Grill. With delightful views of outdoor
greenery, Metro Lounge serves all-day refreshments and delicious evening
cocktails. Main St Cafe is an intimate hideaway serving delicious fresh coffee
and tea with mouth-watering snacks and pastries in a relaxing setting. And for
sports fans who enjoy a drink while networking or watching live sports action,
T Bar is the place to be.

Facilities
The hotel offers travellers a comprehensive range of facilities and added-value
services. E Club provides guests with a relaxing lounge serving all-day
refreshment plus the use of a library and other conveniences. The adjoining
E Club business centre will keep you connected to business matters with
the help of our ‘Can-Do’ attitude. Equipped with top-of-the-line exercise
equipment, our Exert Fitness Centre helps you keep in shape, 24 hours a
day. When you want to surrender yourself to the soothing ministrations of
professional therapists, our tranquil Elm Spa offers five private treatment
rooms where you can restore energy to your mind, body and senses.
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MEETingS AT Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao,
Shanghai
When you need efficient organisation, superb facilities and dazzling cuisine for your business meetings and social events
in the heart of modern China, there’s no finer choice than Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao, Shanghai. Smart and elegant, this perfect
setting offers event planners the perfect solution to their quest for a contemporary event venue. Whether it is a major
business conference, a product launch or an important board meeting, Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao is the venue of choice. A variety
of fully equipped and flexibly-configured function rooms will cater to your needs while our professional event management
skills are the talk of Shanghai.

CAPACITY (NO. OF PERSONS)

DIMENSIONS
(M x M / FT x FT)

GROSS AREA
(SQ M / SQ FT)

CEILING
HEIGHT
(M / FT)

32 x 26 / 105 x 85
16 x 26 / 52 x 85
16 x 26 / 52 x 85
18 x 9 / 59 x 30

830 / 8,934
415 / 4,467
415 / 4,467
166 / 1,787

6 / 19.7
6 / 19.7
6 / 19.7
6 / 19.7

600
300
300
-

100
100
-

700
350
350
-

460
230
230
-

120
120
-

800
400
400
150

5 x 4 / 16 x 13

20 / 215

3.5 / 11.5

10

10

-

-

10

20

Ju Jing

8.5 x 6 / 28 x 20

53 / 571

3.5 / 11.5

40

25

30

25

30

50

Yi Ma

8.5 x 6 / 28 x 20

53 / 571

3.5 / 11.5

40

25

30

25

30

50

Fei Yu

8.5 x 6 / 28 x 20

53 / 571

3.5 / 11.5

40

25

30

25

30

50

Qi Lin

12.5 x 8.5 / 41 x 28

105 / 1,130

3.5 / 11.5

80

35

70

55

40

80

Yu Tu

8.5 x 7.5 / 28 x 25

63 / 678

3.5 / 11.5

40

27

30

25

-

40

Tian Jing

8.5 x 5.5 / 28 x 18

48 / 517

3.5 / 11.5

40

27

30

25

-

40

Jin Niu

9.5 x 6 / 31 x 20

58 / 624

3.5 / 11.5

40

30

50

36

36

50

Tian Long

8.5 x 6 / 28 x 20

52 / 560

3.5 / 11.5

40

25

30

25

30

50

9 x 6 / 30 x 20

55 / 592

3.5 / 11.5

40

25

30

25

30

50

12.5 x 8.5 / 28 x 105

105 / 1,130

3.5 / 11.5

80

35

70

55

40

80

VENUE

Diamond Ballroom
• Diamond A
• Diamond B
• Ballroom Foyer
VIP Room

Feng Huang
Xiong Shi

BANQUET U-SHAPED THEATRE CLASSROOM HOLLOW COCKTAIL

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Eaton Luxe, xinqiao, Shanghai
Eaton Luxe, Xinqiao, Shanghai has everything you need to make your stay as convenient and enjoyable as possible.
Strategically located at the heart of the commercial district, just minutes from the Shanghai Metro,18 km from Shanghai
Hongqiao International Airport, our hotel is the perfect business base. Offering luxury in a sophisticated contemporary
environment, we cater to everything that frequent travellers need.
For leisure travellers, our location makes it the perfect base to explore nearby attractions, such as Happy Valley Theme Park,
Sheshan National Forest Park, and Chedun Film Park. For the ultimate convenience, our hotel is connected to an upscale
retail shopping mall. Whether you are here for business or leisure stay, at Eaton Luxe, Xinqiao, we want you to feel you are
being well looked after. Our friendly, enthusiastic service ensures your stay is a memorable one.

Guestrooms
With 214 guestrooms and suites which feature the latest contemporary design,
Eaton Luxe, Xinqiao offers home comforts, essential amenities and attentive
service that never go out of style. All rooms and suites are equipped with every
convenience to make your stay as relaxing and efficient as possible.
From the spacious desk and wired broadband internet access, to our
exceptionally sumptuous bedding for maximum comfort, our premium room
facilities will have you feeling recharged and refreshed.
Luxe Room (33 - 36 sq m / 355 - 388 sq ft)
Grand Luxe Room (33 - 36 sq m / 355 - 388 sq ft)
E Club Floor Room (33 - 36 sq m / 355 - 388 sq ft)
Eaton Suite (74 sq m / 797 sq ft)
Royal Suite (148 sq m / 1593 sq ft)
Chairman Suite (148 sq m / 1593 sq ft)

Dining
Experience the best of international cuisine all in one place amidst the
stylish and airy setting at Metro Buffet & Grill, offering the freshest and finest
ingredients for both a la carte and buffet. Yat Tung Heen, serving authentic
Cantonese and Shanghainese cuisines are complemented by regional specialties.
With delightful views of outdoor greenery, T | Lounge serves all-day refreshments
and delicious evening cocktails, a perfect place to unwind and relax.

Facilities
Guests staying in the E Club floor rooms and suites will be offered an enhanced
level of service with comfort and convenience, including international breakfast,
all day refreshments with evening cocktails and canapés. The adjoining E Club
business centre offers efficient and modern facilities to keep you connected to
business matters.
Eaton Luxe, Xinqiao features a fully equipped fitness centre with state-of-theart gymnasium facilities and a temperature-controlled indoor swimming pool.
The Enoch Spa offers a wide variety of luxurious treatments and is a haven for
ultimate relaxation. Additional facilities include a beauty salon, games room, and
a reflexology centre providing foot massages performed by expert therapists.
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MEETingS AT Eaton Luxe, xinqiao,
Shanghai
The Eaton Luxe Grand Ballroom presents 750 sq.m of space with a spectacular eight metre ceiling height. The Eaton Luxe
Grand Ballroom is pillar-less and can be divided into two separate ballrooms, allowing for optimum flexibility. A total of five
multi-function rooms make it the perfect venue for conferences, meetings, exhibitions and weddings.

CAPACITY (NO. OF PERSONS)
CEILING
HEIGHT
(M / FT) BANQUET U-SHAPED THEATRE CLASSROOM HOLLOW COCKTAIL

DIMENSIONS
(M x M / FT x FT)

GROSS AREA
(SQ M / SQ FT)

• Grand Ballroom (I+II)
• Grand Ballroom I

33.1 x 21.3 / 109 x 70
16.6 x 21.3 / 54 x 70

750 / 8070
375 / 4035

8 / 26
8 / 26

400
200

90
45

700
350

380
190

90
45

450
220

• Grand Ballroom II
• Grand Foyer

16.6 x 21.3 / 54 x 70
29 x 7.5 / 95 x 25

375 / 4035
218 / 2346

8 / 26
4.5 / 15

200
-

45
-

350
-

190
-

45
-

220
-

Spring (I+II)
Spring I
Spring II

18.9 x 7.9 / 62 x 26
9.5 x 7.9 / 31 x 26
9.5 x 7.9 / 31 x 26

152 / 1636
76 / 818
76 / 818

3.4 / 11
3.4 / 11
3.4 / 11

80
40
40

30
15
15

140
70
70

80
40
40

30
15
15

90
45
45

Summer (I+II)
Summer I
Summer II

19.3 x 7.7 / 63 x 25
9.6 x 7.7 / 32 x 25
9.6 x 7.7 / 32 x 25

148 / 1592
74 / 796
74 / 796

3.4 / 11
3.4 / 11
3.4 / 11

80
40
40

30
15
15

130
65
65

75
35
35

30
15
15

90
45
45

Autumn

14.6 x 7.6 / 48 x 25

119 / 1280

3.4 / 11

60

22

100

60

22

70

Winter

9 x 5.8 / 30 x 19

52 / 560

3.4 / 11

VIP Room

6 x 5.3 / 20 x 17

39 / 420

3.2 / 10

-

20

VENUE

Eaton Luxe

Boardroom fixed set up for 10 Pax
20

-

18

16

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Shenzhen
The first of China’s Special Economic Zones - and indisputably among its most successful - Shenzhen is today one
of the fastest-growing cities in the world. It is home to sky-scraping towers like the recently completed Shenzhen
Kingkey 100 as well as several of China’s best-known brands, including internet software provider Tencent Holdings
and multinational telecommunications giants Huawei and ZTE. Shenzhen’s sprawling cityscape reflects the passion for
innovation that has been omnipresent since its establishment as a Special Economic Zone in 1980, and it continuing
to grow. Acting as a terminus adjacent to Hong Kong, several high-speed rail lines from the country’s interior are
crisscrossed by extensive highways, meanwhile, its rapid growth has brought together a vibrant diversity of individuals
and cultures, creating an intriguing mix of dining options from authentic local Cantonese fare to flavors from across
China and beyond.

neighbourhood

Located at the crux of the Pearl River Delta, Shenzhen allows easy travel to
the region’s landmark cities for business and leisure. The city is adjacent
to Hong Kong, offering two walk-across border stations for easy access to
Hong Kong’s world-renowned shopping, entertainment and dining. Within
90 minutes by train is Guangzhou, the capital of the Guangdong province
and the historic centre of Cantonese culture. A major center for politics
and commerce, Guangzhou attracts visitors from around the world for
its twice-annual Canton Trade Fair. Finally, Macau - Asia’s casino city - is
accessible by a short one-hour ferry from the Shekou Port and is, much like
Las Vegas, home to opulent luxury and world-class cuisine.

local attractions

A microcosm of Shenzhen’s accumulated diversity, the Window of the
World theme park contains over one hundred miniature replicas of famous
attractions from all over the world, including a one-third scale Eifel Tower.
The Chinese Folk Culture Villages offers visitors a chance to learn about
China’s 56 ethnic groups through detailed explorations of their cuisines,
handicrafts, customs, festivals and architecture. Throughout the year,
the groups’ various festivals are observed in the traditional manner in
the Villages, offering insight into the unique practices of different ethnic
groups throughout the nation. The Dafen Oil Painting Village is among
China’s top producers of high-quality fine art replicas such as paintings by
Van Gogh, da Vinci and Rembrandt. The village is also home to more than
30 artists producing original works, and approximately 1,000 apprentices.
Finally, the renowned Shenzhen Fairy Lake Botanical Garden is a beautiful
scenic spot integrating scientific research and tourism. With more than
7,800 plant species, the garden features a variety of landscapes including
a unique Chinese style garden.
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museums and galleries

The Shenzhen Museum is a comprehensive multifunctional museum that
explores the development of the city both before and after Deng Xiaoping’s
reforms established the Special Economic Zone. Located just outside the
Civic Centre metro station, the museum features life-sized dioramas,
multimedia presentations and more.
Exhibiting Shenzhen’s burgeoning reputation as a centre for design,
The OCT Loft Art and Design Gallery occupies refurbished industrial spaces
and regularly exhibits the work of domestic and international designers.

walks

Colloquially known as the “Spring Cocoon”, the Shenzhen Bay Sports Centre
is a multi-use stadium that was designed to host the opening ceremony
for the recent 26th Summer Universiade. Now open to the public and with
a seating capacity of 20,000, the Sports Centre hosts both domestic and
international sporting events.
Individuals looking to escape the confines of the city proper will be
rewarded at the Shenzhen Mangrove Seaside Ecology Park, China’s
smallest national-level nature reserve. An invigorating natural habitat for
flora and fauna, the park is a perfect destination for outdoor relaxation
and entertainment.
Finally, visitors to north-central Shenzhen will find the Lotus Hill Park,
which offers hiking on the eponymous Lotus Hill as well as boating, fishing
and kite flying. At the summit of the Lotus Hill stands a bronze statue of
Deng Xiaoping symbolically overlooking the Shenzhen Municipal People’s
Government office building.

shopping

The Victorian-themed Donghai Shopping Plaza offers gourmet restaurants,
extensive shopping and a cinema, in addition to a musical fountain
to enchant and entertain. The MixC is home to both excellent dining
opportunities and international luxury brands such as Gucci, Louis Vuitton,
Dior and Cartier. The Hua Qiang North Electronics Street is a raucous
celebration of the circuit where, it is said, you can buy every electronic
item currently made. Finally, the Dongmen Shopping Street is home to an
eclectic mix of family-owned shops and major shopping centres offering a
variety of items, creating the perfect environment for a leisurely shopping
stroll.
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The Langham,Shenzhen

Since 1865, timeless elegance, enchanting service and innovative design have defined the Langham legacy. These
qualities and traditions of excellence will continue with The Langham, Shenzhen. Occupying an enviable position in
the heart of Futian, the most dynamic commercial shopping and entertainment district in Shenzhen, just minutes
away from Hong Kong border, The Langham, Shenzhen conveys time-honoured traditions and classic luxury in a
modern, vibrant city.
guestrooms

The magnificent property will feature 352 elegantly furnished guestrooms
and suites, offering refined luxury and exceptional space, complemented
with innovative amenities and Langham’s legendary service with poise.

The grand two-story Langham Club Lounge, inspired by the elegant clubs
of the Victorian era, offers guests a haven of serenity.
Deluxe Room (40 sq m / 430 sq ft)
Grand Room (51 sq m / 548 sq ft)

Grand Langham Room (56 sq m / 602 sq ft)
Regent Suite (77 sq m / 828 sq ft)

Marquis Suite (97 sq m / 1,044 sq ft)

Honeymoon Suite (181 - 221 sq m / 1,948 - 2,378 sq ft)
Noble Suite  (232 sq m / 2,497 sq ft)
Royal Suite (390 sq m / 4,197 sq ft)
dining

The exquisite Palm Court, the hotel’s stylish lobby lounge, serves the

signature afternoon tea Tiffin at The Langham, along with international
fare and an extensive beverage list.

Guests can savour authentic Cantonese cuisine in T’ang Court, delight in

the international selections at Silk, or succumb to the sweet temptations
at Treasures & Scent, the first theatre-chocolate boutique in Shenzhen.  

Duke’s, a classic continental club setting offers tapas and grills and

an impressive wine cellar. To enjoy the refreshing breeze and relaxed

atmosphere, Gazebo is the ideal place to sip your favourite drink and
indulge in fabulous snacks.
facilities

At The Langham, Shenzhen, our exceptional Chuan Spa offers an array

of holistic treatments inspired by the philosophy of Traditional Chinese
Medicine to rejuvenate your body, mind and soul.  Facilities include a

fitness studio featuring a range of the latest cardio and strength exercise
equipment. Changing rooms are equipped with sauna and steam rooms.
Guests can also enjoy the luxury of an indoor and outdoor pool, Jacuzzi
and children’s pool.
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Meetings at The Langham,Shenzhen
Embracing the splendour and elegance of the original Langham Hotel in London, The Langham, Shenzhen presents the
superlative Grand Ballroom, adorned with glittering crystal chandeliers.
Located on the 24th floor, the two Star Rooms offer convenience and 600sqm of event space; each features an adjoining
duplex suite, making them the perfect venue for VIPs.
An additional five dynamic function rooms provide optimum flexibility, which ensures that smaller-scaled events
are catered for, while the stunning rooftop garden is the ultimate venue for an elegant cocktail reception or special
celebration.
Complementing the enchanting settings, Langham’s professional conference team provides tailor-made services,
creating flawless events to be remembered.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / Sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

Grand Ballroom
• Ballroom I
• Ballroom II
• Ballroom III

37.5 x 16 / 123 x 53
15.6 x 16 / 51 x 53
11 x 16 / 36 x 53
11 x 16 / 36 x 53

600 / 1,969
250 / 820
175 / 574
175 / 574

7.5 / 25
7.5 / 25
7.5 / 25
7.5 / 25

380
160
120
100

700
200
140
156

306
126
84
84

400
200
150
150

140
60
40
40

180
80
50
50

Mayfair

7.8 x 10.4 / 26 x 34

82 / 269

4.5 / 15

30

70

36

20

20

24

Westminster

8.3 x 10.4 / 27 x 34

88 / 289

4.5 / 15

30

80

36

20

20

26

Soho

7.7 x 8.6 / 25 x 28

68 / 223

4.5 / 15

20

50

27

-

18

20

Kensington

7.3 x 6.5 / 24 x 21

50 / 164

4.5 / 15

20

40

18

-

12

15

Boardroom

6.8 x 5.8 / 22 x 19

40 / 131

4.5 / 15

10

-

45 x 10.5 / 148 x 35
18.2 x 8.8 / 60 x 29

470 / 1,542
160 / 525

4.5 / 15
4.5 / 15

100
39

120
45

Venue

Star Room
• Star Room I
• Star Room II

Banquet

Theatre Classroom Reception U-shaped

Permanent boardroom seating for 10 people

220
80

456
156

228
63

300
80

Hollow
Square

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Hong Kong

Hong Kong
Commerce and culture converge in Hong Kong in a manner totally unlike other cities. This is an international finance
hub where contemporary architecture and a vibrant nightlife sit comfortably with local foods and Buddhist temples.
It is a city of infusion, where the modern West meets the traditional Chinese. The double-decker buses, the afternoon
tea ritual, the Rugby games and the bilingual street signs may be remnants of British colonial rule, but Hong Kong
remains distinctly Chinese at heart. In Mongkok, a thriving neighbourhood in Kowloon, you will be amazed by the
spirited local Chinese lifestyle. To experience the city’s cosmopolitan facet, weave through the busy streets along the
Victoria Harbour waterfront, and be wowed by the iconic skyscrapers and nightly laser shows.
neighbourhood

Don’t miss the chance to visit the New Territories, where you can find
well-preserved natural scenery and traditional Cantonese villages.  If you
have a day or two to spare, take advantage of Hong Kong’s convenient
transportation to Mainland China and visit some of the most popular
tourist destinations there. Alternatively, only an hour away by ferry is ‘Asia’s
Las Vegas’, Macau, where you will find dazzling luxury hotels and casinos,
as well as delectable local specialities and shopping. For golf enthusiasts,
the choices for high-standard golf courses in Shenzhen, China are plenty,
and most of them are within easy reach by bus or train.  

local attractions

As a ‘world city’ with a stunning and dynamic urban environment,
Hong Kong has something for everyone. Ride the tram that takes you a
steep 1,300 feet up to Victoria Peak, for an amazing view of the entire
city. There, stop by the colonial-style restaurant, the Peak Lookout, for an
outdoor meal overlooking the southern side of Hong Kong Island. For more
of the city’s panoramic views, board the Star Ferry and choose between the
lower or the upper deck for different perspectives. Don’t just stop there;
try your luck betting on horseracing at Happy Valley, or take a Ngong Ping
cable car to pay homage to the Big Buddha, the world’s tallest outdoor
seated bronze Buddha.

museums and galleries

Enjoy fascinating displays of Chinese art and antiques in Hong Kong’s
many museums. The child-friendly Hong Kong Heritage Museum
showcases the history and culture of the New Territories and of Cantonese
Opera. The Hong Kong Museum of Art is another great place to spend
several hours, as it holds some of the finest art collections from the Han to
Qing dynasties. The Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware features a rare
collection of ornate oriental tea ware and offers Chinese tea appreciation
classes for tourists. The Hong Kong Planning and Infrastructure Exhibition
Gallery utilises interactive technology, such as wall-size digital theatrical
effects plus touchscreen and other hands-on exhibits, to showcase some
famous landmarks and development projects in Hong Kong.
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walks

To experience the authentic local lifestyle, take a stroll around the Yau
Ma Tei and Mongkok districts, which are home to the city’s most vibrant
market scenes. Further down towards the tip of Kowloon Peninsula, Canton
Road takes the shopping conspicuously upward. The scenic waterfront
promenade nearby offers spectacular views of Victoria Harbour and the
Hong Kong skyline. In the evening, don’t miss Hong Kong’s answer to the
Hollywood Walk of Fame: the Avenue of Stars, where multicoloured laser
beams streak the sky in a ‘Symphony of Lights’.

shopping

With its plethora of boutiques, malls, street markets and shops, it is nearly
impossible for a visitor to leave Hong Kong empty-handed. Tsim Sha Tsui
has the greatest concentration of shops and malls in Hong Kong, selling
everything from clothing and fashion accessories, to electronic goods, to
curiosities, all at moderate prices. Mongkok and Yau Ma Tei are the perfect
places for some serious haggling and bargaining, with the famous Temple
Street Market and other specialty markets featuring an overwhelming
array of merchandise goods. Queen’s Road Central, where The Landmark,
Prince’s Building, International Finance Centre, Alexandra House and
other well-known towers are located, is a closeby paradise for upscale
shoppers who will find the world’s most celebrated luxury brands there.
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The Langham,Hong Kong

One of the finest five-star luxury hotels in Asia, The Langham, Hong Kong is a timeless European-style haven in the
heart of Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon’s busy commercial and entertainment district. The hotel is only steps away from the
subway station as well as Hong Kong’s largest shopping centre, Harbour City.

guestrooms

The hotel offers 26 opulent suites and 469 high-luxury rooms. All the
rooms are spacious and well appointed, featuring innovative amenities
including an Internet Protocol phone with dual lines and voicemail, plus
wired and wireless broadband Internet connection. A 37”/42” flatscreen
television, together with an iHome, is available in all Grand Rooms and
Suites.
Classic Room (30 sq m / 320 sq ft)
Deluxe Room (32 sq m / 340 sq ft)
Deluxe Langham Room (32 sq m / 340 sq ft)
Grand Room (32 sq m / 340 sq ft)
Grand Langham Room (34 sq m / 363 sq ft)
Langham Club Room (36 sq m / 384 sq ft)
Executive Suite (55 sq m / 586 sq ft)
Vogue Suite (86 sq m / 916 sq ft)
Penthouse Suite (89 sq m / 948 sq ft)
Premier Suite (124 sq m / 1,320 sq ft)

dining

An array of celebrated restaurants is located within the hotel. L’Eclipse
takes a modern approach to Chinese, Asian and Western cuisines while
multi-award-winning, Michelin-starred T’ang Court puts the spotlight
on fine Cantonese delicacies. At The Bostonian, seafood and steaks are
the specialities while at Main St. Deli, authentic New York favourites rule.
For a relaxing after-hours drink, visit Palm Court, which features superb
live music every evening, or try Tsar Bar, which offers an extensive vodka
selection and a choice of more than 40 vodka-based cocktails.

facilities

The well-equipped, split-level fitness studio is open 24 hours a day, as are
the shower, sauna and steamroom. Relax in the hotel’s Mediterranean-style
swimming pool, and if the urge to celebrate seizes you, do not hesitate
to rent this elegant facility, together with the sundeck and jacuzzi, for a
private cocktail function your business associates and friends will long
remember.
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Meetings at The Langham,
Hong Kong

The Langham, Hong Kong enjoys an esteemed reputation for staging successful corporate events and exhibitions as it
combines modern facilities with impeccable service and exacting attention to detail. Event venues at the hotel include
The Grand Ballroom, four function rooms and a dedicated Meeting Centre, all of which make this establishment the
perfect platform for business gatherings of any scale, from an intimate seminar to a major conference.
Audio-visual equipment here include plasma TVs, LCD projectors, slide projectors with infra-red remote
control, overhead projectors, electronic whiteboards, wireless broadband Internet connection and ISDN line for
videoconferencing. A video projection system is also available in The Grand Ballroom.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / Sq
ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

21.5 x 22.8 / 70.5 x 74.8
21.5 x 15.2 / 70.5 x 49.9
21.5 x 7.2 / 70.5 x 23.6

490 / 5,274
327 / 3,519
155 / 1,668

3.9 / 12.8
3.9 / 12.8
3.9 / 12.8

400
210
120

81
51
48

450
225
120

180
108
60

96
72
54

500
300
150

Michelangelo

9.8 x 6.0 / 32.2 x 19.7

59 / 632

2.4 / 7.9

30

24

50

24

30

45

Botticelli

6.6 x 7.7 / 21.7 x 25.3

51 / 548

2.4 / 7.9

30

18

40

24

24

40

Bernini

6.0 x 7.7 / 19.7 x 25.3

46 / 495

2.4 / 7.9

30

18

35

24

24

35

Raphael

5.2 x 7.7 / 17.1 x 25.3

40 / 430

2.4 / 7.9

20

12

30

18

18

30

The Meeting Centre
• The Meeting Centre A
• The Meeting Centre B

11.4 x 5.1 / 37.4 x 16.7
6.5 x 5.1 / 21.3 x 16.7
4.9 x 5.1 / 16.1 x 16.7

58 / 624
33 / 355
25 / 269

2.4 / 7.9
2.4 / 7.9
2.4 / 7.9

-

30
12
12

42
24
20

24
12
10

30
14
14

30
15
15

Venue

The Grand Ballroom
• Ballroom A
• Ballroom B

Banquet U-shaped Theatre Classroom Boardroom Reception

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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LANGHAM PLACE, MONGKOK,
HONG KONG
Conveniently located in the pulsating heart of Kowloon Peninsula, Langham Place, Mongkok, Hong Kong
is as close as anyone can get to the ‘real’ Hong Kong, with all its exotic sights, sounds and markets right at
your doorstep. Directly connected to over 300 shops and restaurants at Langham Place mall as well as the
Mongkok subway station, allowing instant shopping and easy access to virtually any other part of the city,
the hotel features modern interiors, stylish meeting venues, comfortable accommodations and innovative
technology.

GUESTROOMS
Rising 42 levels, the hotel comprises 665 spacious, contemporarydesign hotel rooms and suites, all with floor-to-ceiling windows
that reflect new heights of style. The hotel is also the first in Hong
Kong to offer omnipresent Wi-Fi wireless broadband, in-room
coloured Cisco Internet Protocol (IP) phones and cordless IP
phones, so that you can stay connected with business associates,
family or friends anytime, anywhere.
Vital Place Plus (26 sq m / 280 sq ft)
Essential Place (29 sq m / 310 sq ft)
Trio Place (38 sq m / 410 sq ft)
Quad Place (37 sq m / 398 sq ft)
Club Place (29 sq m / 310 sq ft)
Chuan Infinity (56 sq m / 603 sq ft)
Residence (56 sq m / 600 sq ft)
Sweet Place (56 sq m / 600 sq ft)
DINING
The hotel’s restaurants and bars offer you exhilarating variety in
style and cuisine. The Place serves up a myriad of international
flavours and magnificent buffets. Kick back and sip, savour and
socialise outdoors under sweet-scented mango trees at The
Backyard. Two Michelin-starred (2010-2012) Ming Court is
famous for exceptional dim sum and incredibly fresh, awardwinning southern Chinese cuisine. Portal – Work & Play is a
sophisticated entertainment-cum-Internet hub, where business
and leisure intertwine with ease. Tokoro – Robatayaki & Whisky
Bar brings you contemporary Japanese food in the unique spirit
of Roppongi.
FACILITIES
Take a break from your busy meeting schedule and unwind at
Chuan Spa, where you’ll find a state-of-the-art fitness studio,
20-metre rooftop swimming pool and 10 beautifully appointed
treatment rooms offering over 60 holistic treatments, all
designed to rejuvenate your body, mind and soul.
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MEETINGS AT LANGHAM PLACE,
MONGKOK, HONG KONG
As one of the most technologically advanced hotels in Asia Pacific, we bring new meaning to the word
‘wired’ with leading-edge technology that allows you to be totally connected and informed. Our five
distinctive meeting venues also come with videoconferencing, simultaneous recording and screening
capabilities, and built-in LCD projectors with multiple, large drop-down screens. At Langham Place,
Mongkok, Hong Kong, you’ll find all the ingredients for a successful event right at your fingertips.

VENUE

DIMENSIONS
(M x M / FT x FT)

GROSS
AREA
(SQ M / SQ FT)

CEILING
HEIGHT
(M / FT)

CAPACITY (NO. OF PERSONS)

BANQUET

U-SHAPED

THEATRE

CLASSROOM

RECEPTION

BOARDROOM

Langham Place
Ballroom

29 x 24 / 98 x 79

626 / 6,600

-

480

-

600

300

800

-

• Ballroom I

13 x 13 / 43 x 43

170 / 1,800

7 / 23

120

35

120

72

150

38
50

• Ballroom II

16 x 12 / 53 x 39

190 / 2,000

7 / 23

144

45

180

120

200

• Ballroom I & II

30 x 12 / 98 x 39

360 / 3,800

7 / 23

276

70

500

216

350

75

• Ballroom III

17 x 10 / 56 x 33

168 / 1,780

3 / 10

108

45

110

63

120

48

• Ballroom IV

10 x 10 / 33 x 33

98 / 1,000

3 / 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

Star Room

36 x 9 / 116 x 30

320 / 3,400

2.7 / 9

240

70

200

147

300

72

• Star I

6 x 6 / 21 x 20

38 / 400

2.7 / 9

12

10

20

-

20

12

• Star II

7 x 7 / 23 x 21

45 / 480

2.7 / 9

24

15

36

18

30

15

Shanghai Room

34 x 7 / 112 x 23

290 / 3,000

2.7 / 9

180

60

240

108

250

-

• Shanghai I

22 x 10 / 72 x 31

210 / 2,200

2.7 / 9

120

60

176

108

150

63

• Shanghai II

12 x 7 / 39 x 21

80 / 850

2.7 / 9

48

30

48

30

60

33

Shantung Room

17 x 10 / 54 x 33

165 / 1,750

2.7 / 9

132

35

130

66

150

38

• Shantung I

8 x 10 / 25 x 33

74 / 780

2.7 / 9

48

18

55

30

60

21

• Shantung II

9 x 10 / 30 x 33

91 / 960

2.7 / 9

60

20

70

36

80

22

Ming Court

24 x 17 / 79 x 56

423 / 4,480

2.6 / 8.5

300

30

250

159

400

30

• Ming Hao

11 x 7 / 34 x 21

70 / 740

2.6 / 8.5

48

22

46

36

60

24

• Ming Ying

11 x 7 / 34 x 21

70 / 740

2.6 / 8.5

48

22

46

36

60

24

• Ming Lang

6 x 7 / 18 x 21

36 / 380

2.6 / 8.5

24

10

21

12

30

12

• Ming Yuan

6 x 7 / 18 x 21

36 / 380

2.6 / 8.5

24

10

21

12

30

12

• Ming Man

7 x 8 / 23 x 25

52 / 550

2.6 / 8.5

36

15

42

30

50

18

The Backyard

18 x 20 / 59 x 66

322 / 3,465

NA

156

-

-

-

200

-

• Upper deck

11 x 17 / 36 x 56

188 / 2,023

NA

60

-

-

-

80

-

• Lower deck

7 x 20 / 23 x 66

134 / 1,440

NA

96

-

-

-

120

-

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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EATON SMART, HONG KONG
Conveniently situated on Nathan Road, Kowloon’s most popular thoroughfare, the four-star Eaton Smart, Hong Kong
epitomises the blend of modern sophistication and affordable comfort. Transformed by a multi-million dollar refurbishment,
the hotel features among other enhanced attractions an E Club, where you can enjoy premium services and all-day
refreshments, and seven restaurants and bars offering a wide selection of culinary delights from around the world with
Eaton’s “Can-do” sprit.

Guestrooms
Offering stunning views of Kowloon, the hotel’s guestrooms and suites are
smartly appointed and equipped with modern communication features,
including complimentary hotel-wide Wi-Fi access for in-room guests.
Guestrooms also feature exceptionally sumptuous bedding for maximum
comfort.
Deluxe Room (21-32 sq m / 226-334 sq ft)
Smart Room (20 sq m / 215 sq ft)
Club Room (27-32 sq m / 290 - 334 sq ft)
Suite (35-38 sq m / 376 - 409 sq ft)
Grand Suite (56 sq m / 602 sq ft)

Dining
The Eaton style extends to a wide variety of in-hotel dining establishments.
Yat Tung Heen offers you memorable nouvelle Cantonese cuisine in a
contemporary ambience. The stylish Izakaya style Japanese restaurant Yagura
serves creative, modern Japanese cuisine in a traditional setting. For all-day
dining and a host of tempting international specialties, head for the Metro
Buffet & Grill, or enjoy a freshly brewed coffee at Main St Cafe. Alternatively,
savour classic afternoon tea in the Metro Lounge, which is adjoined by
T Garden. When business is done, unwind with a cocktail at T Bar.

Facilities
The hotel features a heated, rooftop swimming pool, a 24-hour Exert Fitness
and a full-service business centre, E-Point.
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MEETINGS AT EATON SMART, HONG KONG
Boasting one of Kowloon’s largest banquet facilities, the hotel can accommodate almost any type of gathering, from an
intimate soirée or dinner party to a large-scale meeting or conference. Eleven auxiliary function rooms, fully equipped and
flexibly configured, are available in addition to our professional event management team to help ensure your event meets
its objectives efficiently and effectively.
Audio-visual equipment here include a public address system, LCD projectors, built-in portable screens, built-in plasma
televisions and wireless broadband Internet access.

VENUE

DIMENSIONS
GROSS AREA
(M x M / FT x FT) (SQ M / SQ FT)

CEILING
HEIGHT
(M / FT)

CAPACITY (NO. OF PERSONS)
BANQUET U-SHAPED THEATRE CLASSROOM RECEPTION BOARDROOM

Diamond Ballroom
• Diamond Ballroom I
• Diamond Ballroom II

23 x 67 / 75 x 220
23 x 40 / 75 x 131
26 x 17 / 85 x 56

859 / 9, 246
563 / 6,060
252 / 2,713

3-storey atrium
3-storey atrium
2.2 / 7.2

552
360
168

78
30
15

380
300
80

189
144
36

550
400
150

86
86
36

Jade Ballroom

20 x 12 / 66 x 39

239 / 2,573

3.7 / 12

216

54

240

108

250

66

Pearl Ballroom
• Pearl Ballroom A
• Pearl Ballroom B

20 x 12 / 66 x 39
13 x 10 / 40 x 33
7 x 10 / 23 x 33

208 / 2,239
135 / 1,453
73 / 786

3.7 / 12
3.7 / 12
3.7 / 12

192
96
48

50
30
22

220
84
60

99
54
30

250
90
45

60
40
30

Nathan Room
• Nathan Room I & II
• Nathan Room II
• Nathan Room I
• Nathan Room III
• Nathan Room IV
• Nathan Room V
• Nathan Room VI
• Nathan Room - Hall

27 x 33 / 89 x 108
8 x 13 / 26 x 43
8 x 8 / 26 x 26
5 x 7 / 16 x 23
9 x 6 / 30 x 20
9 x 6 / 30 x 20
11 x 7 / 36 x 23
8 x 6 / 26 x 20
27 x 20 / 89 x 66

410 / 4,413
71 / 764
45 / 484
26 / 280
54 / 581
37 / 398
70 / 753
47 / 506
308 / 3,315

2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5
2.3 / 7.5

276
48
24
12
24
12
48
24
216

40
16
16
8
12
8
20
8
40

200
40
25
16
40
30
50
35
200

90
24
15
9
30
12
36
15
90

250
30
20
10
40
20
50
40
150

50
20
20
10
16
10
24
10
50

Jordan Room
• Jordan Room I
• Jordan Room II

12 x 16 / 39 x 52
12 x 9 / 39 x 30
7 x 8 / 23 x 26

136 / 1,464
100 / 1,076
36 / 388

2.7 / 8.9
2.7 / 8.9
2.7 / 8.9

132
72
24

29
26
11

100
70
30

45
33
12

100
80
10

42
32
16

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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New Zealand

Auckland
New Zealand’s largest city, Auckland, is nestled on an isthmus between the Pacific Ocean and the Tasman Sea. It is
a centre of commerce and industry, and the most vibrant, multicultural city in the country. Famously known as the
‘City of Sails’, Auckland with its three harbours, numerous volcanic sites, scenic mountain ranges and more than fifty
surrounding islands makes an ideal setting for a relaxing afternoon sail or an extended communion with nature. In
this aquatic paradise, the blend of Polynesian culture and city sophistication has created a lifestyle ranked amongst the
top in the world.
neighbourhood

Whether by car or flight, Auckland’s location in the North Island allows
access to a multitude of attractions within a short period of time. The
beautifully rugged black sand beaches, the native bush of the West Coast
or the hot springs of Waiwera are all within a 45-minute drive from
Auckland. If the mood grabs you, take a short cruise to Waiheke Island for
a picture-perfect lunch in one of its famous vineyards. A scenic flight to
the Northland region will captivate visitors with giant native Kauri trees,
natural scenery and rich early European and Maori history. Short escapes
can be arranged to the Lake Taupo region, noted for trout fishing and
hiking in the Tongariro National Park. For those with a little more spare
time, flights can be arranged to Queenstown in South Island, the adventure
capital of New Zealand.

local attractions

Be amazed by Auckland’s geographical scope and unique position between
the two harbours from the Sky Tower, the tallest tower in the Southern
Hemisphere. Sample the best of local produce at the various weekend
markets. Take in a performance at the premier theatre, The Civic. Spend
some time browsing through the shops on High Street, or explore new
flavours at one of the many restaurants serving New Zealand’s distinctive
cuisine. Of course, a visit to the ‘City of Sails’ wouldn’t be complete without
a sailing experience on the Waitemata Harbour.

museums and galleries

A good starting point for art lovers is a visit to the Auckland War Memorial
Museum. With a myriad of New Zealand historical artefacts, art, exhibits
on native flora and fauna, as well as live Maori cultural performances, this
museum is a leading point of interest for international visitors. Browse
the Auckland Art Gallery, which houses the most extensive collection of
national and international art in New Zealand. Given that the sea is an
important part of New Zealand’s identity, The Maritime Museum located
in the vibrant Viaduct Harbour showcases the rich heritage of the island
nation with tales of exploration, discovery, design and success. Trips can
also be tailored for you to meet local artists in their studios, from where
you might come away with a one-of-a-kind piece as a souvenir.
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walks

With an abundance of greenery in the region, visitors are spoilt when it
comes to walking in and around Auckland City. One of the places popular
with visitors and locals alike, is the Auckland Domain. The Domain is
Auckland’s oldest park and boasts stunning views over the city and
harbour from the War Memorial Museum. Another favourite for inner city
dwellers is Albert Park, an oasis of calm located near Auckland University
and a short walk from the trendy cafes and stores on High Street and
Chancery Lane. To see Auckland as the locals do, try Ponsonby Road and
Parnell Road, famous for their selection of cafes, restaurants, bars and
boutique stores. For those feeling a bit more adventurous, pack a picnic
from one of the city’s delicatessens and take a ferry to Rangitoto Island.
Here, a 45-minute hike will reward visitors with unparalleled views of the
surrounding gulf and city from the summit of this dormant volcano.

shopping

Explore the hidden laneways of High Street and The Chancery, The Stables
on Elliot and Smith and Caughey – Auckland’s favourite grand dame
department store. All these shopping locations are within an easy
10-minute commute and are located in the main downtown area. The
‘retail Mecca’ that is Newmarket is also only a stone’s throw away and
offers all the main New Zealand and international brands and high street
stores. Nuffield and Teed Streets which lead off the main Newmarket
Broadway, are home to some of the newest and most popular clothing
stores. Jervois and Ponsonby Roads also boast an array of New Zealand
designer clothing stores such as Karen Walker, World, Taylor and Zambesi
to name but a few. Or head over to the French La Cigale market in Parnell,
one of Auckland’s favourite open-air markets. This boutique market comes
alive on Saturday and Sunday mornings, offering delicious cuisine from
freshly baked bread and authentic paella, to imported French wines and
delectable cheeses from the La Cigale Fromagerie.
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The Langham,A uckland
The Langham, Auckland is the jewel in the crown of New Zealand’s largest city. As soon as you step in, you will be
captivated by the high standard of comfort, luxury and sophistication coupled with the most welcoming ambience
you might ever experience. Over the years, it has been recognised for the excellence of its hospitality and cuisine, and
cuisine, and in 2011 was ranked 3rd as ‘Top Hotel in Oceania’ by the prestigious Conde Nast Traveler.

guestrooms

This luxurious hotel boasts 411 elegantly appointed guestrooms, including
17 suites and 4 wheelchair-accessible rooms. All guestrooms have a

broadband and Wi-Fi Internet connection, allowing guests to remain

online and in touch with work during their stay. The Langham Club offers

exclusive privileges such as access to the club lounge with complimentary
breakfast, evening drinks and canapés, as well as access to the business
centre and butler service.

Classic Room (28 sq m / 301 sq ft)

Executive Room (28 sq m / 301 sq ft)

The Langham Club Room (28 sq m / 301 sq ft)
Studio and Park Suites (55 sq m / 596 sq ft)

Governor and Executive Suites (83 sq m / 894 sq ft)

Royal Suite and The Residence (118 sq m / 1,270 sq ft)
Chuan Havens (55 sq m / 596 sq ft)
dining

Barolo takes its inspiration from Northern Italy’s Piedmont region, and
presents a contemporary Italian menu using fresh local ingredients.

An exclusive Private Dining Room is also available and caters for up to
12 guests, making it the perfect setting for an intimate dinner. Eight’s

interactive world kitchens are an ideal dining option for groups. Choose
from authentic Indian, American style grill, the finest Japanese sushi

and sashimi, Asian stir fry or a bounty of seafood, along with a range of

decadent desserts. For a casual dining option SPE Bar & Restaurant serves
wood fired pizzas in a relaxed atmosphere. The traditionally elegant Palm
Court serves daily the signature afternoon tea, Tiffin at The Langham,
along with an international beverage list and classic cocktails.

facilities

Chuan Spa, a luxurious spa concept based on the philosophy of Traditional
Chinese Medicine, offers extensive day-spa treatments inspired by

the wisdom of the Orient, the spa features six lavish treatment rooms
including a VIP dual suite with private spa. Other facilities open to all

guests include a state-of-the-art fitness studio, an outdoor heated pool,

his and hers saunas, ice experience, herbal steamrooms and an outdoor
jacuzzi.
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M eetings at The Langham,Auckland
Boasting some of the finest conference facilities in Auckland, this enchanting property is New Zealand’s leading
venue for meetings, functions and themed dinners. A dedicated conventions team oversees a range of venue options
and provides value-added services, including creative ideas and experienced service professionals who take full
responsibility for implementing special events, entertainment, day-trips, outdoor escapes, team-building, motivational
activities and more.
With 17 breakout rooms and two ballrooms, including one of the largest pillarless hotel ballrooms in New Zealand,
The Langham, Auckland is the ideal choice for a truly memorable event.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

The Great Room
• Great I
• Great II
• Great III
• Great IV

22 x 54 / 72 x 177
22 x 22 / 72 x 72
22 x 9 / 72 x 30
22 x 9 / 72 x 30
22 x 14 / 72 x 46

1,171 / 12,605
465 / 5,005
204 / 2,196
189 / 2,034
313 / 3,369

4.3 / 14.1
4.3 / 14.1
4.3 / 14.1
4.3 / 14.1
4.3 / 14.1

900
300
130
120
220

74
30
30
50

1,400
500
220
140
380

650
190
80
70
125

62
24
11
10
17

1,400
460
150
130
350

Waitemata Ballroom
    • Westhaven
    • Akarana
    • Tamaki

15 x 23 / 49 x 75
15 x 11 / 49 x 36
15 x 6 / 49 x 19
15 x 6 / 49 x 19

334 / 3,595
165 / 1,776
84 / 904
85 / 904

3.8 / 12.5
3.8 / 12.5
3.8 / 12.5
3.8 / 12.5

210
100
60
60

50
30

300
120
60
80

160
60
30
45

17
9
4
4

300
120
60
80

Greys

8 x 10 / 25 x 32

80 / 861

2.5 / 8.2

50

25

60

30

-

60

Hauraki

14 x 13 / 46 x 43

182 / 1,959

3.4 / 11.2

40

28

60

30

-

80

Waiheke

7 x 7 / 23 x 23

46 / 495

2.8 / 9.2

-

Boardroom seating for 12 persons

-

Aucklander

5 x 8 / 16 x 25

37 / 400

2.4 / 7.9

-

Boardroom seating for 12 persons

-

Manukau

7 x 8 / 23 x 25

53 / 570

3.2 / 10.5

-

8

30

20

-

30

Rimu

6 x 11 / 20 x 36

66 / 710

3.2 / 10.5

-

20

20

16

-

20

Tawa

8 x 7 / 26 x 23

56 / 603

3.4 / 11.2

-

8

10

8

-

10

Kowhai

8 x 6 / 26 x 20

48 / 517

2.8 / 9.2

-

-

10

9

-

20

Matai

6 x 12 / 20 x 39

68 / 732

2.8 / 9.2

-

22

30

12

-

30

Venue

Banquet U-Shaped

Theatre Classroom

Exhibition
Reception
(3 X 2)

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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United Kingdom

London
Vast, vibrant and truly multicultural, London brims with amazing attractions, magnificent landmarks, enchanting
parks, historical museums, luxury stores and gourmet restaurants. Also boasting a number of World Heritage sites,
London has been the centre of the world stage for over a millennium. Today it is one of the most visited cities in the
world, blending a sense of history and tradition with the dynamism of a modern global capital.

neighbourhood

A true gateway city, London provides easy access to many of Europe’s
historic and cultural cities. Board a Eurostar high-speed train at St Pancras
International and you could be lunching in Paris in a little over two hours.
London also provides the perfect base for exploring the cultural sites of
Britain, such as Bath, Stonehenge, Oxford and Edinburgh. Royal Palaces
abound; HM The Queen’s residence Windsor Castle and King Henry VIII’s
residence on the banks of the River Thames, Hampton Court Palace, can be
toured on a single day trip.

local attractions

The diversity of London’s attractions is unrivalled.  Enjoy a unique bird’s-eye
view from the London Eye, marvel at the historic sights of The Houses of
Parliament, Big Ben and the setting for English coronations since 1066,
Westminster Abbey. Theatre-lovers can indulge their passion with a visit to
the legendary Royal Opera House, Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre or the
world-class productions in the famed West End. Attended by HM The
Queen and members of the Royal Family, London’s social season hosts
world-renowned events such as The Chelsea Flower Show, Royal Ascot and
the Wimbledon Tennis Tournament.

museums and galleries

With over 300 to choose from, you can visit a different museum or art
gallery every weekday for a whole year. The British Museum houses over
seven million priceless artefacts from around the world. The National
Gallery, which overlooks Trafalgar Square, displays one of the world’s
largest collections of art, while the avant-garde Tate Modern houses
world-class contemporary art. Take a short trip down the River Thames to
Greenwich, where the National Maritime Museum showcases England’s
illustrious history as a seafaring nation. It is also home to the Greenwich
Observatory and the Meridian Line, the centrepoint from which the world’s
time zones are measured.
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walks

Iconic landmarks, authentic English pubs and the best city parks can be
found throughout London — perfect for a leisurely walkabout. Stroll
through leafy Regent’s Park, where you will find the Open Air Theatre and
summer performances of Shakespeare’s most famous plays. The Royal
Parks surrounding Buckingham Palace offer tranquillity and countryside
views, which may also be enjoyed on horseback. Visit Covent Garden, the
city’s entertainment heart, or stroll along The Embankment, crossing The
Thames over the Millennium Bridge to The South Bank, and revel in one of
the world’s most breathtaking views. For a good bargain, browse through
London’s famous markets such as Portobello Road and Borough Market. To
explore London like the locals, wander through the villages of Marylebone
or Fitzrovia and stop by the many unique boutiques, gourmet food stores
and cafes.

shopping

London is now regarded as the world’s capital of fashion. Regent Street
houses the flagship stores of many luxury brands such as Aquascutum
and Burberry, as well as Hamley’s, the world’s largest toy store. Bond Street
is home to Vivienne Westwood, John Galliano, Stella McCartney, Manolo
Blahnik and Jimmy Choo, while Oxford Street has myriads of mainstream
fashion stores as well as leading department store Selfridges, with its
exclusive Wonder Room. On Piccadilly, visit the Queen’s grocer at Fortnum
& Mason, a must for quintessentially English food products such as tea,
jam and biscuits.
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The Langham,London

The Langham, London has been delighting guests with enchanting hospitality since she opened as Europe’s first ‘Grand
Hotel’ in 1865. Following an exciting transformation, the hotel exudes a graceful and timeless elegance, blending a
sense of the past with the style of today.  Captivating her past splendour once more she will charm and bewitch you
from the moment you step inside her dazzling lobby.
guestrooms

The 380 luxurious and exquisitely appointed guestrooms evoke a warm,
residential feel. Sweet slumbers are guaranteed in The Langham’s
signature Blissful Bed, while entertainment and communications are made
instantaneous with discreet technology, state-of-the-art IP telephones,
Wi-Fi, and flatscreen televisions.
Classic Room (28 – 37 sq m / 301 - 398 sq ft)
Grand Room (28 – 33 sq m / 301 - 355 sq ft)
Langham Club Room (33 sq m / 355 sq ft)
Classic One-bedroom Suite (41 – 93 sq m / 441 - 1,001 sq ft)
Grand Junior Suite (42 – 50 sq m / 452 - 538 sq ft)
Grand One-bedroom Suite (48 sq m / 517 sq ft)
Langham Suite (49 – 133 sq m / 527 - 1,432 sq ft)
The Regent Suite (166 sq m / 1,787 sq ft)
The Infinity Suite (236 sq m / 2,540 sq ft)

dining

Walk through the vaulted wine corridor and enter the glided interior of
Roux at The Landau, the creation of acclaimed designer David Collins.
With its own dedicated entrance opposite BBC Broadcasting House, the
restaurant is the second West End address where guests can experience
the legendary culinary expertise of the famed Roux family. Artesian, the
seductive chic and glamorous bar offers classic and imaginative cocktails
only surpassed by the collection of over 70 varieties of rum. The centrepiece
of the hotel, the dazzling Palm Court, is famed as the birthplace of The
Langham’s Afternoon Tea tradition over 147 years ago.

facilities

The Chuan Spa and Health Club features a state-of-the-art fitness studio
and a 16-metre swimming pool, along with a salt sauna and vitality pool.
Europe’s first Chuan Spa has been designed to create an ambience of
tranquillity for both contemplation and inspiration. At Chuan Spa, you
will discover a serene hideaway with treatments steeped in the values of
Traditional Chinese medicine.
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M eetings at The Langham,London

The Langham, London has a long and illustrious history of hosting lavish events since 1865. Today The Grand Ballroom
has been lovingly restored; the sparkling crystal chandeliers and delicate period details echo its rich heritage. Yet,

you will be impressed by The Langham, London’s talent to cater to modern business needs, affording you impeccable
service and anticipating your every requirement with flexibility and flair – skills honed for over 140 years. From
intimate gatherings in the charming Private Carriage rooms or state-of-the-art meeting rooms to extravagant
banquets in The Grand Ballroom, The Langham, London promises to create a magical occasion that will be celebrated
and remembered for a long time thereafter.

Capacity (no. of persons)
Ceiling
Height
(m /ft) Banquet U-shaped Theatre Classroom Reception Cabaret Boardroom
(with BP) (with BP) (with BP)
(with BP)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross Area
(Sq m / Sq ft)

The Grand Ballroom

30.2 x 12.1 / 99 x 39.6

360 / 3,920

6 / 19.8

230

75 (63)

300 (250)

148 (120)

375

200 (170)

80

The Portland Foyer

20.5 x 13 / 67.3 x 42.6

266 / 2,867

2.2 / 7.3

120

45

104

60

200

100

46

Roux at The Landau

16.7 x 8.9 / 54.8 x 29.2

149 / 1,600

5.8 / 19

96

-

-

-

150

-

-

Postillion

7.7 x 5 / 25.3 x 16.4

39 / 415

5.2 / 17

16

-

-

-

35

-

16

The Mayfair

7.9 x 6.4 / 26 x 21

51 / 546

4.3 / 14

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

The Marylebone
• The Marylebone I
• The Marylebone II

7.9 x 9.7 / 26 x 32
7.9 x 5.7 / 26 x 19
7.9 x 5.5 / 26 x 15

83 / 832
46 / 494
37 / 390

2.6 / 8.6
2.6 / 8.6
2.6 / 8.6

-

22
13
13

50
30
30

40
15
15

55
30
25

40
18
18

20
15
10

The Soho

5.4 x 3.6 / 18 x 12

20 / 216

2.5 / 8.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

The Fitzrovia
• The Fitzrovia I
• The Fitzrovia II

14.3 x 5.7 / 47 x 19
8.2 x 5.8 / 27 x 19
6.1 x 5.8 / 20 x 19

82 / 893
48 / 513
35 / 380

2.6 / 8.6
2.6 / 8.6
2.6 / 8.6

-

36
19
13

56
30
20

40
20
8

50
30
20

48
36
12

34
18
10

The Stanhope and  
The Surrey

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60

-

-

4.8 x 4 / 15.6 x 13.2

18 / 190

2.4 / 7.9

6

-

8

-

10

-

6

7.9 x 7.6 / 26 x 25

61 / 652

2.4 / 7.9

40

18

40

24

50

32

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

62

-

-

The Brougham

4.6 x 4.6 / 15.1 x 15.1

21 / 227

2.4 / 7.9

10

12

12

-

12

-

10

The Barouche

8.1 x 7.5 / 26.4 x 24.7

61 / 652

2.4 / 7.9

40

18

40

24

50

32

20

The Phaeton

7.8 x 7 / 25.5 x 23.1

52 / 589

2.4 / 7.9

40

18

40

24

50

32

20

The Clarence

4.5 x 4.5 / 14.8 x 14.8

20 / 219

2.4 / 7.9

8

-

-

-

-

-

8

The Victoria

5.8 x 7.5 / 19.1 x 24.7

44 / 472

2.4 / 7.9

30

15

30

24

40

30

16

Venue

The Stanhope
The Surrey
The Brougham and
The Barouche

BP - Back Projection
All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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United States

Boston
From Little Italy in the North End to the hip cultural scene in the South End, experience the vivacity and dynamism of
one of America’s oldest cities. Boston dates back to 1630, when Puritan colonists settled in and began to develop an
intellectual and educational centre with the founding of the first public school and college in North America. Now with
over fifty world-class institutes, numerous art museums and some of the best athletic teams in North America, the city
is truly a crossroads where rich history meets modern culture.
neighbourhood

Boston is the capital of Massachusetts, the largest of the six states
comprising the northeastern region of the country. Close to various
outdoor, cultural and historic landmarks, Boston and the greater New
England area offer something different every season — relaxation by
the beach in the summer, skiing during the winter, and strolling through
the beautiful foliage in the fall and spring. For local flavours, choose New
England dining at its best and sample the regional cuisine, including
Boston baked beans, steamed lobster, Boston cream pie and clam chowder.

local attractions

Boston is a large metropolis that promises to nourish the intellect and
delight the artistic senses. Join the Trolley Tour for a relaxing drive through
the city’s historic sites and attractions — stay on for the entire ride or hop
off at your favourite spots. The Boston Duck Tours offer a unique land-andsea tour on an amphibious vehicle that transforms from a bus into a boat.
Step on the Freedom Trail to discover historic sites from the period of the
American Revolution; for example, the famous Old North Church. For sports
fans, the Fenway Park Tour is not to be missed. Get a behind-the-scenes
tour of this legendary ballpark, home to the Boston Red Sox since the day it
opened in 1912.

museums and galleries

At the Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum, you can be a part of the famous
event that forever changed the course of American History. This floating
museum is unlike anything you’ve ever experienced before. Live actors,
high-tech interactive exhibits, authentically restored tea ships and the
stirring, multi-sensory documentary. Meet the colonists, explore the
ships and dump tea overboard just as the Sons of Liberty did on that
fateful night of December 16, 1773. The tour is designed to give you the
opportunity to participate, explore and learn about the people, events
and consequences that led up to the American Revolution in the order in
which they actually occurred more than 230 years ago. Boston is one of
America’s best walking cities with exceptional year-round walking routes.
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walks

Start by following the Freedom Trail and learn the story that begins with
the Puritan settlement, through the American Revolution years, to modern
times. Stroll through Boston’s Little Italy in the North End and visit the
Paul Revere House. Join TV show host Michele Topor on her original awardwinning three-hour North End Market Tour and watch her unlock the
secrets of the cuisine in America’s oldest Italian neighbourhood.

shopping

Whether you are searching for luxury brands, local shops, bargain
basements or charming boutiques, Boston is the perfect place for serious
shopping. A favourite tourist attraction is Faneuil Hall, an outdoor
marketplace for casual shopping and dining, with over 125 shops and
restaurants. Another popular site, Newbury Street, features eight blocks
of Boston’s finest shops, cafes, salons and restaurants. For shoppers seeking
designer labels and upscale stores such as Barneys New York and
Neiman Marcus, Copely Place is the exact fit.  
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The Langham,Boston

Situated in the heart of the city’s financial district, this AAA Four Diamond landmark was once the Federal Reserve Bank

of Boston. Today, it enchants discerning travellers with its luxuriously appointed guestrooms and suites, complemented
by attentive service that bears the hallmark of Langham’s legendary heritage. To get away from it all, pamper yourself
with a spa treatment at America’s first Chuan Body + Soul. Just three miles from Logan International Airport, the hotel
lies within walking distance of the city’s historic sites, cultural destinations, shopping and other attractions.
guestrooms

The hotel’s 318 elegant guestrooms, including 17 suites, offer you indulgent
comfort with Blissful Beds, luxury linens and Italian marble bathrooms.
In the privacy of your room, our legendary service is at your disposal,
including around-the-clock in-room dining, 24-hour concierge, evening
turndown service and overnight laundry service. All guestrooms and
suites also come with an iHome and broadband Internet access.
Classic Room (23 sq m / 248 sq ft)
Superior Room (32 sq m / 344 sq ft)
Deluxe Room (37 sq m / 398 sq ft)
Executive Room (39 sq m / 420 sq ft)
Loft Suite (51 sq m / 550 sq ft)
Contemporary Suite (51 sq m / 550 sq ft)
Langham Suite (145 sq m / 1600 sq ft)

dining

Located beneath a magnificent six-storey glass atrium, Café Fleuri is one of
the best restaurants in Boston. It offers a brasserie-style dining experience,
featuring contemporary New England cuisines. On weekends, Café Fleuri
also hosts the award-winning Saturday Chocolate Bar and Sunday Brunch.
For a delectable lunch, afternoon cocktail, or an evening of interactive
dining and entertainment, visit the glamorous BOND Restaurant &
Lounge. The Reserve, a refined Champagne lounge, is an ideal haven to sip,
savour and socialise. The Reserve serves continental breakfast, dining from
dawn to dusk and the signature Tiffin at The Langham afternoon tea.

facilities

The hotel is home to America’s first Chuan Body + Soul, where you can
‘rediscover your source’ with a range of sumptuous facial and body
treatments based on the principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Bring
your body, mind and soul back into balance and harmony as you unwind
and release all your stresses and strains in this salubrious sanctuary. Take a
dip in the heated indoor lap pool and whirlpool, or revitalise yourself with
a workout in the 24-hour fitness studio, where access is complimentary for
all hotel guests.
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M eetings at The Langham,Boston

The Langham, Boston provides the perfect setting for staging enchanting events and conferences. With an array of
function rooms for all event sizes, attentive banquet service and a team of award-winning culinary specialists, your

event at this luxurious haven will surely be remembered as one of your best.
The hotel’s various function rooms can be set up in any style and each is fully equipped with power outlets, secure
wireless Internet connections, individual climate controls, phone jacks, a Bose sound system, drop-down screens and
adjustable lighting systems to accommodate your every possible need.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / Sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

Banquet

U-shaped

Theatre

Grant

7.6 x 6.4 / 25 x 21

48 / 525

3 / 10

40

20

55

18

22

40

Jackson  

6.7 x 4.3 / 22 x 14

29 / 308

3 / 10

20

-

20

14

15

20

Madison
• Madison A
• Madison B

16.5 x 6.7 / 54 x 22
7 x 6.7 / 23 x 22
9.5 x 6.7 / 31 x 22

110 / 1,188
47 / 506
63 / 682

3 / 10
3 / 10
3 / 10

80
30
40

42
20
22

120
48
58

45
24
27

40
17
23

110
35
60

Chase

15 x 9.5 / 46 x 31

133 / 1,426

3 / 10

90

44

135

81

40

120

Franklin

7.6 x 7 / 25 x 23

53 / 575

3 / 10

30

20

46

33

20

50

Cleveland

14 x 6.7 / 46 x 22

94 / 1,012

3 / 10

60

36

100

54

34

100

McKinley

14.6 x 4.9 / 48 x 16

71 / 768

3 / 10

30

-

60

22

26

60

Esplanade

23.5 x 3.7 / 77 x 20

143 / 1,540

varies

170

-

-

-

-

200

Wilson
• Wilson A
• Wilson B

17.7 x 15.8 / 58 x 52
17.5 x 7.9 / 58 x 26
17.5 x 7.9 / 58 x 26

280 / 3,016
140 / 1,508
140 / 1,508

4.3 / 14
4.3 / 14
4.3 / 14

210
90
90

60
48
48

280
140
140

144
81
81

76
40
40

320
150
150

6.1 x 3.7 / 20 x 12

23 / 240

4.3 / 14

-

-

-

-

12

-

-

-

-

20

-

-

-

19

40/80

10.6 x 11.6 / 35 x 38

127 / 1,369

6.1 / 20

60

20

80

60

28

130

Venue

Lincoln
Governors Room
Wyeth

Classroom Conference

Reception

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Pasadena, Los Angeles
Nestled at the foot of the San Gabriel Mountains and just nine miles north of Los Angeles is Pasadena, the
quintessential Southern California city. With spectacular weather all year round, Pasadena boasts an ideal setting
for a myriad of outdoor activities. Arts and attractions appeal to all perspectives and lifestyles. Sports and recreation
range from active to leisurely. Dining and nightlife present an eclectic collection of cuisines and cultural styles. Along
with these activities, remember to explore and learn about the history and tradition of the Rose Parade an d the Rose
Bowl Game, which jointly attract more than 450 million viewers every year.
neighbourhood

Pasadena offers easy access to the most popular destinations in
Los Angeles. Within 20 minutes’ drive are Hollywood Studios, downtown
Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley. Participate in outdoor activities
such as golf, horse riding, hiking, fishing and cycling, with spectacular
mountains and valleys as a backdrop. For more panoramic views, visit the
Griffith Observatory, which offers breathtaking vistas of Los Angeles. As
daylight wanes, neighbouring cities come alive with a number of famous
nightclubs, ballgames at Dodger Stadium, or other sporting events and
concerts at The Staples Center and Nokia Theatre.

local attractions

An astounding 1,000 of Pasadena’s buildings are listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. Many of these have been transformed into
delightful shops, restaurants and theatres. Play at Angeles National Golf
Club, the only Nicklaus-designed golf course in Los Angeles. Visit Universal
Studios Hollywood, the entertainment capital of the world. Escape from it
all at The Huntington Spa, now with Chuan Body + Soul, voted top 7 hotel
spa in the US by the readers of Condé Nast Traveler. Allow our Concierge to
arrange for whatever your heart desires.

museums and galleries

Marvel at valuable works of art as the sunlight streams in through the
skylights at the Norton Simon Museum. Enjoy a performance at The Walt
Disney Concert Hall, tour the historic Gamble House, or visit the pristine
grounds of The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens.
Children will be captivated and inspired by the interactive, fun exhibits
at Kidspace Children’s Museum. Perched atop the Sepulveda Pass is The
Getty Center Los Angeles, home to The J Paul Getty Museum, which houses
European paintings, drawings, sculptures, illuminated manuscripts,
decorative arts, and European and American photographs.
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walks

Linger before dinner and take a beautiful walk through the city’s various
acclaimed districts.  Grand mansions and craftsman bungalows line streets
ornamented with blooming jacarandas and roses.  You can even walk on
Historic Route 66, through the middle of Old Town Pasadena, which takes
you from parks to playhouses, with shops and coffee houses offering
relaxing reprieves along the way.   

shopping

Pasadena attracts shoppers in search of everything from one-of-a-kind
antiques to the latest fashions.  In Old Town Pasadena, valet parking allows
you to stroll, shop, dine and then retrieve your car from wherever you are
on Colorado Boulevard. Several nearby shopping plazas are destinations in
their own right, including Americana at Brand, The Grove, the historic
Farmers Market and Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills. Many stores stay open
until late in Pasadena and Los Angeles, so browse at your leisure.
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The Langham Huntington, Pasadena,
Los A ngeles

A famed Pasadena landmark since 1907, the hotel captures the grace and elegance of classic Southern California and is
just minutes away from Los Angeles. Availing itself of the spectacular weather, magnificent mountain views, numerous
museums, and multifarious shopping and outdoor activities its locale is famous for, this hotel promises an experience
beyond the conventional for both social and corporate groups.
guestrooms

From the warm wood and Anichini throws to the inviting chaise lounges,
the luxurious touches of our guestrooms capture the timeless elegance
of Langham’s original ‘Grand Hotel’ in London of 1865. Our 380 tastefully
appointed guestrooms and suites, including cottages situated throughout
the grounds, are classic in their design yet well equipped with today’s
modern amenities.
Deluxe Room (39 sq m / 415 sq ft)
Grand Room (42 – 51 sq m / 450 - 550 sq ft)
Lanai Room (41 sq m / 445 sq ft)
Cottage Grand Room (46 – 56 sq m / 550 - 600 sq ft)
Club Room (41 sq m / 445 sq ft)
Cottage Suite (91 – 104 sq m / 980 - 1,115 sq ft)
California Cottage Suite (101 – 143 sq m / 1,084 - 1,536 sq ft)
Huntington Suite (88 sq m / 950 sq ft)
Club Suite (88 sq m / 950 sq ft)
Clara Vista Suite (122 – 151 sq m / 1,314 - 1,624 sq ft)
Two Bedroom Cottage Suite (164 sq m / 1,764 sq ft)
Tournament of Roses Suite (325 sq m / 3,498 sq ft)

dining

Savour new American cuisine at The Royce, the hotel’s signature fine
dining restaurant boasting two wine rooms and a glass-enclosed veranda.
A nod to the original hotel bar opened in the 1930s, The Tap Room is an
inviting space featuring classic and innovative handmade cocktails and an
eclectic wine selection. At The Lobby Lounge, savour Langham’s legendary
Afternoon Tea, while at The Terrace, enjoy casual, alfresco dining with vistas
of the pool and the historic Picture Bridge.

facilities

The hotel is home to The Huntington Spa, a 1,022 sq m / 11,000 sq ft haven
of wellness with a newly added Chuan Body + Soul element, which features
treatments based on Traditional Chinese Medicine. The spa also features
a fully-equipped fitness studio, sauna, steamroom and whirlpool. Other
recreational facilities at the hotel include a heated outdoor pool and
whirlpool, three all-weather floodlit tennis courts and bicycles for rent.
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M eetings at The Langham Huntington,
Pasadena, Los A ngeles
With 23 acres of enchanting gardens and lawns, this classic Southern California property will captivate both social and
corporate groups, big or small. A total of over 4,645 sq m / 50,000 sq ft of luxurious meeting space, including three
ballrooms, is available to suit a group of any size. A myriad of smaller rooms ensure that intimate meetings and
smallscale events are also catered for, while the elegantly landscaped gardens can hold spectacular outdoor events in
the beautiful weather year round.
In addition, a seasoned in-house audio-visual team will be on hand to accommodate your technology needs, while
experienced banquet staff and a dedicated conference concierge will help facilitate every aspect of your event.

Capacity (no. of persons)

Dimensions
(m x m / ft x ft)

Gross area
(Sq m / Sq ft)

Ceiling
Height
(m / ft)

The Huntington Ballroom
• Foyer

26 x 37 / 85 x 132
-

1,042 / 11,220
418 / 4,500

5 / 17
4 / 12

750
-

-

1,000
-

420
-

-

1,000
600

-

Salon I, II or III

26 x 13 / 85 x 44

347 / 3,740

5 / 17

250

80

350

140

92

400

90

The Georgian Ballroom

14 x 18 / 45 x 58

242 / 2,610

8 / 25

180

60

255

100

72

200

70

The Georgian Petite

5 x 7 / 16 x 23

34 / 368

3 / 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

12

The Promenade

7 x 13 / 24 x 42

94 / 1,008

4 / 12

60

30

90

36

36

80

34

The Wentworth

6 x 11 / 21 x 35

70 / 756

3 / 10

50

25

74

30

30

50

28

The Viennese Ballroom

13 x 30 / 43 x 95

378 / 4,085

8 / 25

270

90

360

160

90

450

94

The Viennese Terrace

23 x 12 / 75 x 40

325 / 3,500

-

150

-

-

-

-

200

-

The Plaza

8 x 9 / 25 x 30

70 / 750

3/9

50

30

70

30

35

50

28

The Colonnade

8 x 9 / 26 x 30

72 / 780

3/9

50

25

70

30

30

50

28

The Pavilion

7 x 11 / 24 x 37

83 / 888

3/9

60

30

80

34

36

60

34

The Boardroom

5 x 8 / 17 x 26

40 / 442

4 / 12

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

The Ambassador

7 x 9 / 22 x 31

63 / 682

3 / 10

50

30

70

30

36

50

28

The Diplomat

7 x 11 / 25 x 37

81 / 925

3 / 10

60

32

80

36

38

60

34

The Consulate

7 x 7 / 24 x 24

54 / 576

3 / 10

40

24

60

21

28

40

22

The Clara Vista Boardroom

5 x 8 / 17 x 28

44 / 476

4 / 12

-

-

-

-

-

-

18

The Japanese Garden

-

-

-

40

-

150

-

-

125

-

The Horseshoe Garden

-

1,068 / 11,500

-

600

-

1,500

-

-

800

-

14 x 8 / 46 x 27

115 / 1,242

-

80

-

100

-

-

150

-

Venue

The Courtyard

Banquet U-shaped Theatre Classroom Hollow Reception Conference

All dimensions shown are rounded up.
For exact measurements, please contact hotel representatives.
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Chuan is the Chinese word for ‘flowing water’, and is used to represent the source of life and rejuvenation of your body,
mind and soul.
Accordingly, Chuan Spa offers the finest health-and-beauty treatments and wellness therapies based on the principles
of Traditional Chinese Medicine.
As you enter this haven of Oriental serenity, your senses will be awakened by Chuan’s unique fragrance and ambience.
You will feel refreshed and relaxed as you rediscover your source and unlock your inner calm with the exclusive range
of five-element teas and blended oils.
Chuan Spas are now open in Auckland, Boston, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, Melbourne, Shanghai and Shenzhen.
www.chuanspa.com

Executive Club
Executive clubs constitute an exclusive ‘hotel within a hotel’, where a dedicated concierge and an exquisitely appointed
club lounge offer the utmost in personalised service.
At The Langham, we present The Langham Club, a realm of privacy and prestige that indulges eligible guests with a
superlative degree of modern conveniences and attentive service. Here, guests can relax in peaceful surroundings, have
complimentary breakfast, check in or out at the private reception and enjoy all-day refreshments.
Relax, refuel and replay at Club L at Langham Place, a space that is edgy yet urbane, cosy but stimulating. A welcome
break from the everyday, Club L gives you a place to be yourself, where if the mood takes you, there’s relaxation in a
massage chair or a little fun with games in the Replay zone, on top of other privileges such as private check-in, late
check-out and complimentary use of various business facilities.

Exceptionally well-equipped and effortlessly engaging, E Club at Eaton Hotels is a comfortable relaxation space
that offers guests exclusive advantages and extra conveniences. Featuring a clever design, signature ‘Can-Do’
service and an accessible range of facilities, E Club is where guests can enjoy complimentary breakfast, allday refreshments, internet access and readings from the extensive library for an essentially smart travelling
experience.
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We have developed a dedicated online meeting and event platform to make event organisers’ lives easier. At the click of
a mouse, provides you with a one-stop, bespoke service created to assume responsibility for every single detail of your
event, from logistics arrangement to on-site programme execution.
Sales Commitment
• When you first make contact through , we undertake to acknowledge your enquiry within 90 minutes*.   
• We’ll ensure you receive our e-proposal, specially tailored to your requirements, within 24 hours*.
• We pledge our quoted price will be guaranteed for 60 days**.
• We shall arrange for you to undertake a personal site inspection at your earliest convenience.
*Applies to regular business hours
**Applies to all group bookings received at least 6 months from the inquiry date
Service Pledge
• Each meeting planner will be issued with a complimentary mobile phone with free local airtime, to keep in easy
touch.
• All events will be coordinated by a dedicated, professional events specialist, who will assume personal responsibility
for all aspects of your function.
• A dedicated workspace will be made available to you at the event venue so you can have your own on-site office, with
our compliments.
• Meeting planners’ diversions will also be included to help you unwind and recharge.
Membership Rewards Programme
All corporate clients are invited to join the  Membership Rewards Programme, in which members earn points for every
US dollar equivalent spent on meetings and events at participating properties.  Once a member, your company will be
eligible to receive a variety of unique benefits and services available exclusively to members.  Accumulated points can
be used to redeem a range of products or services at our hotels as well as cash credit to offset event bills.
takethelead.langhamhotels.com
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Participating Properties
Australia
The Langham, Melbourne

Eaton Luxe, Xinqiao, Shanghai

Reservations:
T (61 3) 8696 8888
F (61 3) 9690 5889
tlmel.resv@langhamhotels.com
melbourne.langhamhotels.com

Reservations:
T (86 21) 6768 6333
F (86 21) 6768 3888
elxiq.resv@eatonhotels.com
xinqiao.eatonhotels.com

88 Xintiandi, Shanghai

380 Huang Pi Road South, Shanghai
200021, China

The Langham, Sydney

89-113 Kent Street, Sydney
New South Wales 2000
Australia

83 Symonds Street
PO Box 2771, Auckland 1140
New Zealand

The Langham, Haikou, Hainan
The Langham, London

1C Portland Place, Regent Street
London, W1B 1JA
United Kingdom
Reservations:
T 44 (0) 20 7636 1000
F 44 (0) 20 7323 2340
tllon.resv@langhamhotels.com
london.langhamhotels.com

7888 Shennan Road, Futian District
Shenzhen, 518040, China
Reservations:
T (86) 755 8828 9888
F (86) 755 8828 8999
tlszx.resv@langhamhotels.com
shenzhen.langhamhotels.com

Langham Place, Beijing Capital Airport
No. 1 Er Jing Road, Terminal 3
Capital International Airport
Beijing 100621, China

Reservations:
T (86) 10 6457 5555
F (86) 10 6457 7755
lpbca.resv@langhamhotels.com
beijingairport.langhamplacehotels.com

The Langham, Xintiandi, Shanghai
99 Madang Road, Xintiandi
Shanghai 200021
China

Reservations:
T (86) 21 2330 2288
F (86) 21 2330 2233
tlxtd.resv@langhamhotels.com
xintiandi.langhamhotels.com

The Langham, Yangtze, Shanghai
740 Hankou Road
Shanghai 200001
China

Reservations:
T (86) 21 6080 0800
F (86) 21 6080 0801
tlsha.resv@langhamhotels.com
yangtze.langhamhotels.com

Eaton Luxe, Nanqiao, Shanghai
No. 473 East Huancheng Road
Nanqiao Town, Fengxian District
Shanghai 201400, China
Reservations:
T (86) 21 3756 6808
F (86) 21 3756 6819
elnaq.resv@eatonhotels.com
eatonhotels.com/nanqiao

Hong Kong

United States

Langham Place,
Ningbo Culture Plaza, Ningbo
ningbo.langhamplacehotels.com

The Langham, Boston

250 Franklin Street, Boston
MA 02110
USA

Eaton Luxe, Shajing, Shenzhen

Reservations:
T (1 617) 451 1900
F (1 617) 423 2844
tlbos.resv@langhamhotels.com
boston.langhamhotels.com

The Langham, Hong Kong

8 Peking Road, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon
Hong Kong

shajing.eatonhotels.com

The Langham Huntington,
Pasadena, Los Angeles

Reservations:
T (852) 2375 1133
F (852) 2375 6611
tlhkg.resv@langhamhotels.com
hongkong.langhamhotels.com

1401 South Oak Knoll Avenue
Pasadena, California 91106, USA
Reservations:
T (1 626) 568 3900
F (1 626) 568 3700
tllax.resv@langhamhotels.com
pasadena.langhamhotels.com

Langham Place, Mongkok, Hong Kong
555 Shanghai Street, Mongkok, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Reservations:
T (852) 3552 3388
F (852) 3552 3069
lphkg.resv@langhamhotels.com
hongkong.langhamplacehotels.com

haikou.langhamhotels.com

United Kingdom

The Langham, Shenzhen

China

guangzhou.langhamplacehotels.com

Reservations:
T (64 9) 379 5132
F (64 9) 377 9367
tlakl.resv@langhamhotels.com
auckland.langhamhotels.com

Reservations:
T (86) 21 5383 8833
F (86) 21 5383 8877
88xtd.resv@langhamhotels.com
shanghai.88xintiandi.com

Reservations:
T (61 2) 9256 2222
T (61 2) 8248 5205
tlsyd.resv@langhamhotels.com
sydney.langhamhotels.com

Langham Place, Guangzhou

The Langham, Auckland

628 Mingxing Road
Xinqiao Town, Sonyiang District
Shanghai 201612, China

One Southgate Avenue
Southbank, Melbourne
Victoria 3006, Australia
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New Zealand

United States

The Langham, Chicago

chicago.langhamhotels.com

Opening Soon
China
Langham Place, EDZ, Guangzhou

guangzhouedz.langhamplacehotels.com

Eaton Smart, Hong Kong
380 Nathan Road, Kowloon
Hong Kong

Reservations:
T (852) 2782 1818
F (852) 2782 5563
eshkg.resv@eatonhotels.com
hongkong.eatonhotels.com
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Global Sales Offices
To ensure efficient and personalised service, we have set up Global Sales Offices in our key feeder markets. They act as
your local contact for your global accommodation needs.

corporate office
L59, Office Tower, Langham Place
8 Argyle Street, Mongkok, Kowloon
Hong Kong
T (852) 3552 3939
F (852) 3552 3900
info@langhamhotels.com
global sales offices
Beijing
Room 1808, Soho Nexus Center
No.19A East 3rd Ring Road North
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
China
T (86 10) 5967 0570 ext 228
F (86 10) 5967 0301
beijing.gso@langhamhotels.com

London
c/o Avenue Sales and Marketing Ltd
Admirals Park, Victory Way
Crossways, Kent DA2 6QD
United Kingdom
T 44 (0) 1474 872 727
F 44 (0) 1474 871 717
ian.mills@langhamhotels.com

Chicago
2S074 Willow Creek Drive
Elburn, IL  60119
USA
T (1 630) 365 3612
F (1 630) 365 3613
chicago.gso@langhamhotels.com

Los Angeles
1001 Avenida Pico, Suite C199
San Clemente, CA 92673
USA
T (1 949) 361 1316
F (1 949) 366 5664
losangeles.gso@langhamhotels.com

Hong Kong
L59, Office Tower, Langham Place
8 Argyle Street, Mongkok, Kowloon
Hong Kong
T (852) 3552 3886
F (852) 3552 3900       
hongkong.gso@langhamhotels.com

New York
70 Hudson Street
6th Floor, Suite A
Hoboken, NJ  07030
USA
T (1 201) 222 8401
F (1 201) 222 8428
newyork.gso@langhamhotels.com

Japan
c/o MM International Co. Ltd
Shimbashi Horii Building
13-8, 5-Chome, Shimbashi
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105-0004
JAPAN
T (81 3) 3437 6253
F (81 3) 3437 6204       
masatoshi.urata@langhamhotels.com
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San Francisco
809-B Cuesta Drive
PMB 2148
Mountain View, CA 94040
USA
T (1 650) 967 9394
F (1 650) 967 2455
sanfrancisco.gso@langhamhotels.com

Shanghai
Unit 207, 2F Platinum
No. 233 Taicang Road
Huangpu District
Shanghai, 200020
China
T (86 21) 3313 9232
F (86 21) 3313 9236
shanghai.gso@langhamhotels.com
Singapore
350 Orchard Road, #11-08 Shaw House
Singapore 238868
T (65) 6725 9866
F (65) 6725 9889
singapore.gso@langhamhotels.com
Sydney
Suite 2106, Level 21, Tower 1
520 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction
Sydney, NSW 2022
Australia
T (61 2) 9389 7373
F (61 2) 9389 3010
sydney.gso@langhamhotels.com

